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ABSTRACT
Improving accuracy of large-scale pr ediction of forest diseas e incidence through
Bayesian data reconciliation
by
Ephraim M. Hanks, Master of Science
Utah Stat e University , 2010

Major Profes sor: Dr. Mevin B. Hoot en
Dep artm ent: Mathematics and Statistics
Increasing the accuracy of predictions made from ecological data typically involves replacing or replicat ing the data, but the cost of updating large-sca le data sets
can be prohibitiv e. Focusing resources on a small sam ple of locatio ns from a large,
less accurate data set can result in more reliable observations, though on a smaller
scale. We present an approac h for increas ing the accuracy of predictions made from
a large-sca le ecological data set through reconciliation with a small, highly accurate
data set within a Bayesian hierarchical modeling framework. This approac h is illustrated through a study of incidence of easte rn spruce dwarf mistl etoe ( A rceuthobium
pusilfom) in Minnesota black spruce (Picea mariana).

A Minn esota Departm ent of

Natural Resources (DNR) operational inventory of black spruce sta nds in Northern
Minnesota found mistletoe ill 11% of :;urveyed stands, while a small specific p est survey found mistletoe in 56% of the surveyed stands.

Through use of Bayesian data

reconci liation, cross-validation shows an increase in agreement of the DNR forest inventory with the more accurate specific pest survey from 53% to 76%. Using this

Ill

model, we predict 35% to 59% of black spruce stands in North ern Minnesota are
infested with dwarf mistletoe.
(99 pages)
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Introduction
Reliab le ecological data can be difficult and cost ly to obta in, espec ially data
on a landscape sca le, yet sound management and science require accur ate ecologica l
information. No data are perfect in capt uring the true ecological state of the syste m
being st udied; ju st as "all models are wrong," so too in ecology "all data are wrong."
Recognizing this, much research ha s focused on account ing for inaccuracy in the datacollect ion pro cess. For example, mod els of det ect ion accur acy in wildlife occupancy
have received significant atte ntion in recent years (e.g., MacKenzie et al. 2003, Tyre
et al. 2003, Gu an d Swihart 2004, Royle 2004, MacKenzie et al. 2005), and the
Bayesian hierarchical modeling framework has been touted for its abi lity to partition
the un certa inty in t he data collection process from the un certa inty in the ecological
process (e.g., Hooten et al. 2003, Ogle 2009).
Wh ile stat ist ically accounting for inaccuracy present in ecological data is important for rigorous science, improving the reliabil ity of pred ict ions made from the data
is more desirab le in genera l. In a statistica l context, the validity of predictions is often
measured using accuracy and prec ision. Accuracy can be thought of as a measure
of distance between a prediction and the truth, whereas precision is related to the
uncertainty assoc iated with a prediction . In making stat istica l pred ictions, we seek
a high degree of accuracy and a sma ll, but acceptab le, amount of uncerta inty, given
the availab le data and model being emp loyed.
Increasing the accuracy of predictions made from an existing set of observat ions
is typ ically accomp lished by gat hering new data to replace or supp lement the existing
data. Including new observations can decrease the variance of predictions made from
the data, or can allow for a better accounting for the measurement bias, thus increasing the reliability of pr edict ions. For examp le, multip le surveys of t he same ecological
pro cess can be used to more rigorously account for error s in the data-collection pro cess
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(e.g., Royle and Nichols 2003) and can result in greater overall prediction accuracy
even though there has been no increase in the reliability of the individual surveys.
Some data sets, however, cannot easily be replicated.

The expense and time

involved in repeating large-scale monitoring efforts to increase the accuracy of predictions can be prohibitive, and alternate methods must be used. Focusing resources
on a small survey can generate more reliable data, though on a smaller scale, as timeconsuming techniques and more expensive data gathering proc esses can be more easily
app lied . Conducting a more accurate survey on a small sample of locations from the
large-scale data can allow us to compare and reconcile the two sets of observations
at these locations. In this study we present an approach for updating a larg e, unreliab le ecological data set using a small, more accurate set of data within a Bayesian
hierarchical modeling framework.

This approach is notable for its flexibility and

int erpretabi lity. We then illustrat e the approach through a study involving forest
pathogen incidence. In this examp le, we show how the accuracy of predictions based
on an extensive forest inventory can be improved through reconciliation with a sma ll
specific pest survey.

3

Bayesian Data Reconciliation
The Bayesian data reconciliation approach we develop here utilizes two sets of
data, though the approach is general enough to accommodate more than two. One
of these data sets, denoted here as DA, is assumed to be more accurate than the
other, and is collected on a subset of the locations for which we have the less accurate
set of data, D L· Ideally the locations surveyed in DA should be representative of
locatio ns in DL. When the situation allows for a selection of the survey locations for

DA, optimal samp ling methods (e.g., Hooten and Wikle 2009) could be employed.
We seek to combine the accuracy of DA with the scale and extent of the large,
less accurate D L· In an ana logous gener ic ecologica l study we might collect data
from a samp le of locations across a land scape, fit a statistica l model of an ecological
process using the collected data, and then use the results of the statistica l analysis
to make predictions at unsurveyed locations across the landscape . Similarly, in the
data reconciliation situation described above we can construct a statistical model that
spec ifies the relationship between the accurate data DA, the inaccurate data DL, and
the relevant ecological process . We can then use the resu lts to predict what would be
found if the more accurate survey were conducted at all locations across the extent
of DL.
Statistical methods commonly used for prediction include linear regression for
continuous data, logistic or probit regression for binary data, classification and regression trees (e.g., Breiman et al. 1984), and random forests (Breiman 2001). For
a given set of data, these methods may produce differing levels of accuracy, and it is
common to apply multiple methods to the problem and choose the one that delivers
the best accuracy, often measured by cross-validation (e.g., Rejwan et al. 1999). In
the context of reconciling data, D L could be conditioned on as an independent variable in one of these traditional methods with DA as the dependent variable (Figure

4

la). One weakness shared by these traditional methods is the lack of distinction in
the prediction model between the effect of environmental covariates and the effect of
the less accurate data. While this may not adversely affect the accuracy of predictions
made from the method, it makes littl e ecological sense and can lead to difficulties in
interpreting the results of the inference made on the parameters in Lhe model.
In contrast, hierarchical models (e.g., Cressie et al. 2009) are well-suited to the
task of synthesizing multiple data sets, such as those described here, because of the
flexibility and interpretability they provide in modeling interrelated processes . Specifying the relationship between the two data sets separately from the ecological process
allows us to model each process in a scientifically meaningful way, and the hierarchical
modeling framework allows us to link these separate processes and rigorously make
inference about both processes simult aneous ly. We provide a brief introduction to
Bayesian hierarchical modeling (BHM) in Appendix A. For a full treatment of the
subject, interested readers are referred to Cressie et al. (2009), who provide an excellent summary of the strengths and limit at ions of hierarchical statistical modeling
in ecology.
In brief, the traditional BHM is a series of thr ee linked statistical mod els (Berliner
1996), each dependent on the next (Figure lb). The data mod el links the observed
data, D , to the true, but usually unobserved, ecological state of interest , E, through
data model parameters P0

.

The process model describes the ecological process that

gives rise to this latent ecological state, often through the use of parameters, PE, related to environmenta l covariates. The parameter model specifies the prior knowledge
about the parameters in the data and process models. The observed data, D, is used
as the response variable in the data model, and linked to corresponding environmental
variables in the process model through the late nt , true ecological state, E. Thus the
available data and the environmental covariates are used to make inference about the
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Fig. 1: Comparison of traditional prediction methods such as linear regression and
regression tre es (Figure la) with the Bayesian hierarchical modeling (BHM) framework (Figure lb) and the Bayesian data reconciliation (BDR) approach (Figure le) .
In attempting to reconcile two data sets, one more accurate (DA) than the other
(D L), traditional prediction methods such as linear regression and regression trees
(Figure la) make no distinction between the effect of the less accurate data (D L) and
the effects of env ironm enta l covariates (P). BHMs are used to make joint inference
about an observation process and a latent ecological process (E). BDR utilizes the
BHM framework to make joint inference about differences between DA and DL and
the relation ship between the data and environmenta l covariates.
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true, lat ent ecological state. Predi ction can be made within this framework through
the post erior predictive distribution at locat ions for which we lack the availabl e data,
but have all inform at ion needed for the process model (e.g., environme nt al covariates) .
This posterior predictiv e distribution can be found using composition samp ling (e.g.,
Banerjee et al. 2003) simulta neously with the joint posterior distr ibut ion of the model
parameters using Markov chain Mont e Carlo (MCMC) techniques.
Bayesian dat a reconciliat ion (BDR) fits within the traditional BHM framewor k,
with one key distinction:

our goal is no longer to use one set of observed data to

make inference about a late nt ecological state, but instead to reconci le two data sets,
one mor e reliab le than the other. The data reconciliation process is as follows: the
data model links the less accurate data, D L, to the more accurate data, DA, using
model parameters, PD. The more accurate data, and possibly the data reconci liat ion
parameters, PD, are then in turn linked to environmenta l parameters PE within the
process model (Figure le).
The data model represents the statistica l relationship of D L to the more accurate
survey, DA. In practice, thi nking of DL as a noisy version of DA can aid the choice
of an appropriate data model. T he form of the BDR data mode l could be identica l
to a tradit iona l BHM data model linkin g observations to a latent ecological state,
though the interpretation

would be different. Instead of directly representing the

data collect ion process, the data mode l in BDR represents the differences between
the two collected data sets, which could include factors such as differences in detection
between DA and D L and tempo ra l change in t he ecological process between when DA
and DL were observed.
The process model in BDR specifies the ecological pro cess that gives rise to DA,
typ ically relating DA to the coefficients PE of environm enta l covariates. Typically
these covariates are assum ed to be fixed and known , but if a choice must be made be-

7

tween using environmenta l covariates collected from the more- or less-accurate survey,
use of the covariates from the large, less accurate survey allows for stra ightforwar d
prediction at locat ions not present in the sma ll, more accurate survey. If there is
reason to assume that these covariates are also less accurate than those collected
in the sma ller survey, the covariates from the more accurate survey can be used in
the process mode l as long as a statistical model describing the relationship of the
inaccurate covariates to these more accurate covariates is be specified.
The BDR framework allows us to borrow strength from the reliability of the
more accurate set of data, DA, to make predictions through the posterior predictive
distribution at any locat ion for which we have D L and any environm ent al covariates
needed for the process model.

Thus, within this framework we can use a sma ll,

accurate source of data to update and improve predictions made from a less accurate
source of data across its range.

8

Dwarf Mistletoe in Minnesota Black Spruce
To illustrate Bayesian data reconciliation we focus on the infestation of eastern
spruce dwarf mistletoe (Arceuthobium pusillum), which causes the most serious disease of black spruce ( Picea mariana) throughout its range (Baker et al. 2006). Dwarf
mistletoe infestation is known to reduce growth, longevity , and quality of host trees
(Geils and Hawksworth 2002), as well as lead to increased susceptibility of the host to
insects (Hawksworth and Shaw 1984). Black spruce is a valuable species, used in the
manufacture of high-quality paper. Severe infestation s in recreation settings can also
lead to financial losses and can pose a public liab ility. The impa ct of this parasite
on pine forests is significant, and much has been written on management strategies
for infest ed forests (e.g., Reid and Shamoun 2009, Muir and Geils 2002), but sound
mistletoe management practices can only be implemented based on an accurate understanding of the extent of the infestation.

Due to the significant impact of these

parasites in spruce forests, information about the dwarf mistletoe infestation often
drives management decisions on stand manipulations (e.g., Reid and Shamoun 2009,
Muir and Geils 2002), such as preferentially harvesting infested stands for timber .
Using aerial photography, Anderson (1949) estimated that 3-19% of the black
spruce in the Big Falls Management Unit in Minnesota was out of production due to
dwarf mistletoe. More recently, USDA Forest Service Forest Inventory and Analysis
(FIA) found dwarf mistletoe on 5% of plots in Northern Minnesota, on the low end
of what Anderson estimated nearly 60 years before.

Additionally, the Minnesota

Department of Natural Resources (DNR) forest inventory shows dwarf mistletoe in
11% of 46,415 black spruce stands (Figure 2). Baker et al. (2009) intensively surveyed
196 spruce stands around FIA plots to characterise the ability of these operational
invento ries to detect dwarf mistletoe. This intensiv e survey (Figure 3) was inspired
by the low proportion of FIA sites in which mistleto e was found, and thus Baker et

9

Fig. 2: Black spruce stands in the Minnesota survey. The Minnesota Departme nt
of Natural Resources (DNR) inventory covers 46,415 spruce stands across northern
Minnesota. At each stand, more than 40 stand characteristics are recorded. The
black stands are sta nds the DNR has reported are infested with dwarf mistletoe.
al. (2009) focused their survey on stands near FIA plots. Confidentiality required
that the true FIA plot locat ions were approx imat ed somewhere within 0.5 miles of the
true location and so Baker et al. surveyed all black spruce stands in the Minnesota
DNR forest inventory within 0.5 miles of the approximate FIA plot locations. Of the
196 stands surveyed in this manner, 56% were infested with dwarf mistletoe.
Forest invento ries such as the one cond uct ed by the Minn esota DNR traditionally
focus on the forest type and volume present. Forest insects and diseases are often
quite crypt ic, and while inventory crews may be trained to recognize and record
parasite incidence, this is typically not the focus of the inventory. The size of the
area inventoried (often thousands of square kilomet ers) and the variation within that
area can also limit the reliability of the inventory.

This can result in insecL and

disease information from forest inventories that is often unreliable.

Specific pest

surveys, such as the intensive survey conducted by Baker et al. (2009), are expens ive
and time consuming, but provide accurate information on the extent of infestation. A
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Fig. 3: The intensive survey. DNR and Federal studies reported mistletoe present
in 5% to 11% of stands in Northern Minnesota. Baker et al. (2009) conducted a
confirmatory study of all stands within 0.5 mi of 31 different FIA plots. The area
surveyed overlaps 196 stands in the DNR inventory. This intensive survey found
dwarf mistletoe in 56% of these 196 stands. We develop a model that uses both
the intensive and DNR surveys to predict mistletoe presence or absence at stands
in the DNR inventory not surveyed by Baker et al. (2009). The stands within the
geographic convex hull of this intensive survey are shown on the left.
compar ison of the DNR forest inventory and the intensive survey of Baker et al. (2009)
shows agreement in only 53% of the 196 stands where we have both observat ions, little
more than would be expected by random chance.
The DNR inventory, while less accurate at detecting dwarf mistletoe, still contains a wealth of valuable information.

At each of the DNR stands located across

Northeastern Minnesota, more than 40 stand attributes

were measured, including:

presence of different tree species in the stand, cover type, stand density, undergrowth
density, age of the stand, basal area, and geographic location (latitude and longitude)
of the stand.

Many of these stand characteristics could be related to the presence

or absence of dwarf mistletoe, and could aid in predicting the occurrence of dwarf
mistletoe in a particular stand.
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In what follows, we will link the small intensiv e survey to the large DNR forest
inventory through the Bayesian data reconciliation process described above. We seek
to understand

and model the differences between these two data sets, as well as

the ecological process driving dwarf mistletoe pres ence in black spruce, and use this
understanding

to make improved predictions on the ex tent of Lhe dwarf mistletoe

infestation across northern Minnesota.

Data Model
The int ensive survey and the DNR data agree quite often (91% of the time) when
the intensive survey did not find dwarf mistletoe in a stand. On the other hand , when
the intensiv e survey found dwarf mist letoe, the DNR inventory often did not , agreeing
only 23% of the time. From this, it is clear that the DNR inventory contains both
"false positive" and "false negat ive" errors when compared to the accurate intensive
survey, and that the false negative rate is likely to be higher than the false positive
rate. Royle and Link (2006) suggest a generalized site occupancy model that allows
for both false positive and false negative errors in the sampling process. Following
Royle and Link (2006), if Yi is the presence (Yi

= 1) or absence

(Yi

= 0) of mistletoe

in a stand as ident ified in the inten sive survey, and wi is the DNR inventory presence
or absence in the same stand, a natural data mod el is:

(1)

if Yi= 1
if Yi= 0

where c/>iis the probability of the DNR survey finding mistletoe if it is pres ent in the
int ensive survey (1-c/>i is the probability of a false negative) and 7/Jiis the probability
of the DNR survey reporting mistleto e present if it is not pres ent in the intensive
survey ('I/Jiis the probability of a false positive).
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If we compare this data model to the diagram in Figure le, D L corresponds to
the D NR inventory (w), and DA correspo nds to the int ensive survey (y). Thus in th is
data model we have modeled the less accurate DNR inventory as a noisy version of
the int ensive survey.

Process

Model

Having specified a data model, we now model the relation ship between mistletoe
presence or abse nce, as reported by the int ensive survey, and the stand characterist ics
reported in the DNR inventory.
A genera lised linear model (GLM) with a binary response (e.g., logistic or probit

regression) is a natural choice for a statist ical model of forest pest occupancy. Stand
characteristics from the DNR inventory are used as covariates in a GLM with the
response variable being the presence or absence of mistletoe as found in the intensive
survey. Following Albert and Chib (1993), we emp loy the probit link function in
our GLM to allow the use of a more robust MCMC algorithm; the probit link, denoted as <1>
- 1 , is the inverse cumu lative distribution function of the standard normal
distribution.

Thus , consider the following process model specification:

(2)

where aga in Yi is the presence or absence of mistletoe at the i th stand as measured
by the intensive survey, and 0i is the latent probability that stand i is infected. This
latent probability of presence, 0i, depends on the DNR stand characteristics in X
through the correspondi ng regression coefficients (3.
The parameters ¢ and 7./Jcould also be spatia lly vary ing and may be related to
the stand character ist ics recorded in the DNR inventory. A natura l pro cess model for
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these parameters is:

(3)

(4)

Accounting

for Spatial Autocorrelation

Dwarf mistletoe spreads by shooting seeds an average of 1-2 meters (e.g., Hawksworth
and Wiens 1972, Baker and French 1986). The short-range nature of this dispersal
mechanism suggests that the presence of mistletoe should be spatially autocorrelated,
and previous stud ies have indicated that pines infected with dwarf mistletoe are spatia lly aggregated (Reich et al. 1991). Thus we seek to account for possible spatial
autocorrelation

exp licitly in our model.

The data used in this study aris e from black spruce stands of varying sizes and
shapes, some isolated from each other and others contiguous (Figure 2). We have no
information about where in the stand the mistletoe was found , only that mistletoe
is present (or absent) there.

Data of this type are called "areal data " in spatial

stat ist ics (e.g., Schabenberger and Gotway 2004). In contrast to geostat isti cal studies
in which spatia l ana lysis relies on geographic distance between points of interest ,
area l spatia l ana lysis relies on a neighborhood structure which specifies the spatial
relationship of locat ions to each other.

There is no sta ndard method for choosing

a neighborhood structure in an arbitrary sett ing , and thus for this study we tested
for autocorrelation

using three different neighborhood structures and a variety of

ranges of spatial structure. We chose between thes e various neighborhood structures
by comparing the resulting goodness-of-fit of models with different neighborhood
structures.

The first neighborhood structure defines a neighborhood as all stands
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within a kilometer of the stand in question . The second defines a neighborhood as the
four stands nearest to each stand. The third neighborhood structure was constructed
by first creating triangles with each stand's centroid as a vertex, then defining each
stand's neighborhood as all other stands that shared a side of a triangle with the stand
in question . All neighborhood structures were created by using the spdep package
(Bivand et al. 2009) in the R statistical computing environment (R Development
Core Team 2009). A traditional pro bit regression was conducted using the presence of
mistletoe as reported by the intensive survey as the response variable and all possible
stand characteristics as covariates. The residuals of this analysis showed significant
spatial autocorrelation

(p-value < 0.01 for all neighborhood structures) when tested

using Moran 's I test statistic (e.g., Schabenberger and Gotway 2004). Likewise, the
residuals of a probit regression on

1/J, the probability of a "false positive", showed

significant residual spatial structure (Moran's Ip-valu e< 0.02), though the residuals
of a probit regression on ¢ , the probability of a "true positive", showed no latent
spatial autocorrelation

(Moran's I p-val ue > 0. 7).

Appendix C contains a tutorial on accounting for spat ial autocorrelation in areal
data using both frequentist and Bayesian methods. This tutorial conta ins R-code to
test for autocorrelation using various neighborhood structures, create autocovariates,
and apply autocovar iat e regression using data from the study presented here . Also
included are exte nsive comments describing the reasoning behind various steps and
the interpr etat ion of results.

Only a basic understanding

of spatial statistics and

Bayesian computat ional techniques is assumed .
Accommodating spatial autocorrelation is necessary to ensure that furth er modeling assumptions are met and can improve the predictive power of the model (Hoeting
et al. 2000). Dormann et al. (2007) reviewed common methods for accounting for
spatial structure in areal data, including, among others, spatial eigenvector mapping,
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conditionally autoregressive (CAR) models, and autocovariate regression. The large
size of the DNR data set makes many of these methods computationally

infeasible.

Spatial eigenvector mapping, for examp le, requires finding the eigenvectors of a matrix whose entr ies are t he pairwise distances between all sites in the data set. For the
DNR data, this would be a 25,235 by 25,235 matrix, requiring more memory than
availab le in standard computing environments. In contrast, autocovariate regression
can easily be app lied to large data sets such as the DNR inventory. An extra covariate (predictor variable) is created for each stand that represents the proportion of
"neighbor ing" stands infested with dwarf mistletoe. This covariate is then added to
the data set for regression ana lysis.
Multiple autocovariates were created using the three different neighborhood structures described above, all based on a weighted average of stands within a certain radius
of the stand in question. Neighborhood distances from 250m to 3000m, in increments
of 250m, were used in conjunction with three different weighting schemes: all being
weighted equally, stands weighted inverse proportionally to their distance from the
stand in question, and stands weighted inverse proportionally to the square of their
distance. Each autocovariate created in this way was tested in a traditional probit
regression with the other stand characteristics, and the Akaike information criterion
(AIC) (Akaike 1974) of the resulting models were compared. Th e autocovariates that
resu lted in a probit regression model for mistletoe presence or for 7/Jwith the best
AIC were used in further ana lysis.

Variable Selection

Process

The Minnesota DNR inventory has more than 40 stand characteristics that could
be used as predictor variables in our model. This large number of variables could make
it more difficult to determine which stand characteristics are significantly related to
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the presence or abse nce of mistletoe in black spruce, espec ially if multicollinearity is
present between some of the variables. We employed three traditional probit regression models with y, ¢ , and

1/Jas response variables and all stand character isti cs, as

well as the spatial autocovariates for y and

1/J,as predictor variables. A stepwise

model selection, based on AIC, was conducted on each full set of models, and the
resulting stand characteristics were used in the process model of the BHM: equations
(2), (3), and (4). Appendix D includ es R-code and data to reproduce the variable
selection process, and a full list and exp lanation of DNR stand character isti cs is
available online from the Minnesota DNR website 1 .

Parameter

Model

Bayesian statist ical techniques require specification of prior distributions on all
parameters of int erest in the data and process models. In our model, we need to
specify priors for the regression coefficients (3, (3¢" and (31/J,from the process model.

In the absence of specific a priori scientific knowledge of these parameters, we used
vague priors. Specifically, each regression coefficient was given a normally-distributed
prior distribution with mean zero and standard deviation 106 . Sensitivity to the choice
of prior distributions was assessed by varying the means of the prior distribuions in
four separate MCMC runs .

Posterior

Distribution

Having spec ified data, process, and parameter models, we can now consider the
joint posterior distribution:
1

<http:/ /jmaps.dnr .state. mn. us/ mdreporter / cLattri butes.jsp ?clid=36&ln ame=Forest%20Inventory>
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N

(5)

N

N1

No

[,6,¢, 1PIY,
w] exII[wdyi , <Pi,
1/id
II[yd,6] II [¢d,6¢]II [7/ld/3
,t,l[,6][,6
¢][,6,µ],
i=l
i=l
io=l

where N is the number of sites for which we have observations from both the DNR
inventory and the intensive survey, N 1 is the number of sites where mistletoe was
present in the intensive survey, and N 0 is the number of sites where mistletoe was
absent in the intensive survey.
The full-conditional

distributions

for the parameters

ana lyti cally, allowing us to use the computationally

of this model were found

efficient Gibbs samp ler (e.g., Gel-

man et al. 2004). The derivation of these full-conditionals is pr esented in Appendix
B, and code used to obtain the results that follow is presented in Appendix D .

Prediction
In the Bayesian data reconciliation framework, prediction is accomplish ed through
finding the posterior predictive distribution

of DA, given DL and a ll other parame-

ters in th e model. In this situation, we seek the probability of mistl etoe pr esence in
a stand surveyed by the DNR , but not by the intensiv e survey:
P(mistleto e is present I DNR data).
Conditioning on all parameters, Bay es' Theorem of conditional probability allows
for the calcu la tion of the desired predictive distribution . For a stand not examined
in the intensive survey (denoted by the u subscript), we first tak e the case where the
DNR has found mistletoe (wu = 1). The posterior predictive probability of mistletoe
presence can be written:

(6)
P( Yu _- ll Wu -_ l) -_

P(wu = llYu = l)P(yu = 1)
.
P(wu = llYu = l)P(yu = 1) + P(wu = llYu = 0)P(yu = 0)

--,,------,----'---,---'-----'---'------=-------
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All of the probabilities on the right-hand side are terms we have estimated in
the model. Specifically, P(wu

= llYu = 1) is </>u
from the data model, P(yu = 1) is

the probability, in the intensive survey, of mistletoe being present, 0u, which can be
predicted from the DNR-coll ecte d stand characteristics and the regression coefficients
in the proc ess model (2). Likewise, P(wu

= llYu = 0) is 'l/Juand P(yu = 0) is 1 - 0u.

We can then write (6) as follows:

(7)

In a similar fashion, the probability of true pr esence of dwarf mistletoe in a stand
where the DNR did not observe it can be written:

(8)

Equations (7) and (8) are written as probabilities, but tog ether they are sufficient to spec ify a full-conditional posterior predictive distribution for the presence of
mistletoe in a stand surveyed by the DNR but not by the intensive survey.

(9)

YuIWu,a/,'f'u, 'f'u, 0u ~
,I,

B ern(</, 0

¢;0( 1

u u+

{B
ern ( (l -¢

u

-

0 ))

if Wu= l

u

(l -¢u) 0.,
)
.,)B.,+ (l -1/J.,)(l - B.,)

'f

1·

Wu =

0

Of the 46,415 stands in the Minnesota DNR inventory, 21,180 were located outside of the area covered by the intensive survey . To avoid extrapolation we did not
make predictions at these sLarnls. Predictions using the model developed in this study
were made only for the 25,235 stands located within the convex hull of the stands in
the intensiv e survey (see Figure 3).
Stand characteristics from the DNR inventory are available for all stands where
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we seek to predict presence or absence of mistletoe, but the spatia l autocovariates
used in the model are based on a knowledge of the presence or absence of mistletoe
in neighboring stands, something known only for stands in the intensive survey. To
approximate these missing autocovariates at stands not in the intensive survey, both
spatia l autocovar iates are approximated at each iteration in the Gibbs samp ler using
the predicted probability of presence of mistletoe at neighboring stands as a surrogate for the missing presence or absence (Augustin et al. 1996; I-Ioeting et al. 2000).
Essentia lly, the autocovariates can be thought of as spatia l random processes with
their own distributions.

Estimating the autocovariates in this way accounts for the

uncertainty we have regarding the presence or absence of mistletoe at stands in the
DNR inventory. Instead of a using a point estimate, the autocovariates constructed in
each iteration of the Gibbs sampler change as the predicted presence of mistletoe at
neighboring stands changes. Embedding the estimation of the spatial autocovariates
in the Gibbs sampler also allows us to estimate the autocovariates within the same
procedure in which we will fit the model and make predictions. In contrast, traditional
statistica l techniques would require estimating the autocovariates separately from the
model fitting stage . These techniques would result in a point estimate of the autocovariates, and this point estimate would then be treated as the exact autocovariates
and used for prediction.

Model Implementation
All full-conditional distributions of parameters in the model were found ana lyt ically, and an MCMC algorithm was constructed within the R statist ical computing environment to iteratively sample from the joint posterior distribution
parameters by repeatedly sampling from each full-conditional distribution

of the
in turn .
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The necessary R code to accomplish this is available in Suppl ement 1. In order to
assess convergence to a stationary posterior distribution,

four separate runs of the

iterat ive MCMC algorithm were conducted using different starting values that were
over-dispersed relative to the posterior distribution of the param ete rs. We conducted
20,000 iterations of each run, and the first half of each chain was discarded as burn-in
itera tions. The between- and within-chain variance of the four resulting chains were
computed for each parameter being estimated and used to calculate a common convergence st atistic , the potenti al scale reduction factor,

R (Gelman,

Carlin, St ern , and

Rubin 2004).
For comparison, we also fit two similar, but more parsimonious, BDR models.
The first assumes homogeneous detect ion probabilities , in which ¢ and

1/Jare assumed

to be consta nt for all stands, as opposed to spatially varying. This will allow us to
consider whet her we are overfitting by making inference about two spatially-varying
parameters (</>iand 'I/Ji)for each sta nd where we have observations.
In the second more parsimonious BDR model we removed the spat ial autocovariates for y an d

1/J.The residuals from this mod el fit , as well as the corr esponding

resid uals from the full model, were exam ined for spat ial depe nd ence using Moran's
I test statistic.

This allows us to gauge the effect iveness of these autocov ar iates at

accountin g for possible spat ial stru ct ure in the presence or absence of mistletoe.

Cross- Validation

In order to assess the effectiveness of Bayesian data reconciliat ion at updating
the DNR forest inventory using the int ensive survey, we employed leave-one-ouL crossvalidation . Each stand in th e intensive survey was dropped, one by one, from the
analysis, and the remaining stands were used to fit th e model and predict mistletoe presenc e or absence at the dropped stand. We conducted a single run of 10,000
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iterations of the Gibbs sampler for each stand, using parameter estimates from a traditional probit regression as initial values for the parameters. The resulting posterior
predictive means of mistletoe presence at the dropped stands were recorded and used
to set a threshold value, T, which gives the most accurate predictions on the withheld
stands (e.g., Hooten et al. 2003). Stands whose posterior predictive mean probability
of mistletoe was greater than T were classified as infested, while those with posterior
predictive mean of less than T were classified as uninfested.
For comparison, ana logous cross-validation tests were conducted for two prediction methods:

a traditional probit regression model and random forests.

The

predictions resulting from these three methods were compared with the presence or
absence of mistletoe in the stand as measured by the intensive survey.

In binary classification, the accuracy of a classifier is defined as the proportion
of units that are correct ly classified (e.g., Taylor 1996):

accuracy=

(true positives) + (true negatives)
.
(true positives) + (false positives) + (true negatives) + (false negatives)

The accuracy of each prediction method was computed and used to measure the
ability of each method to predict the presence or absence of mistletoe as measured in
the intensive survey, using on ly the information in the DNR inventory.
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Results
All MCMC runs converged to similar posterior distributions , suggesting that the
model is fairly robust to variation in the prior distributions and thus the data will
be the dominant driver of statistical inference. Potential scale reduction factor

R

values were calculated for each parameter in our model (Table 1), and were deemed
to be close enough to one that we can be confident our iterative MCMC algorithm
has converged to the joint posterior distribution of the parameters. The four separate
cha ins were combined for each parameter, and the resulting 40,000 samples were used
for inference on model parameters and for prediction of mistletoe presence or absence.
Inferenc es on the regression coefficients describing the effect of various stand
characteristics in the process model: equat ions (2), (3), and (4), are shown in Table
1. The stand characteristics in Table 1 are those chosen through the stepwise model

selection process for each of the three probit regressions in the process model. The
median gives a point estimate of the parameter in question. The 95% credible interval
gives some idea of the uncertainty about each parameter. For examp le, if the credib le
interval includes zero, we are unclear about whether the relationship of the predictor
variable to the response variable is positive or negative.
The credible int erva ls of four parameters in the model for mistletoe presence (y)
contain zero: presence of tamarack, presence of balsam fir, aspen cover type, and
jack pine cover type. Thus the effect of these stand character isti cs on the presence
or absence of mistletoe is not statistically different from zero. Similarly, neither the
presence of tamarack in the model for ¢ nor the cover type size class in the model
for 7./;are statistically different from zero.
The spatial autocovariate related to the presence of mistletoe in neighboring
stands is positively correlated with mistl etoe presence. When both autocovariates
are removed from the analysis, Moran's I test statistic is significant at the 0.10 level.
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When the spatial autocovariates are included in the model, the median of the posterior
predictive distribution of the p-value of Moran's I is 0.48, close to what might be
expecte d by random chance.
The results of the leave-one-out cross-validation for the various predictive methods are shown in Table 2. The full BDR model with spatially varying ¢ and 'lj;
performs best at using the DNR inventory to predict mistletoe presence as observed
in the intensiv e survey.
Of the 25,235 black spruce stands inventoried by the Minnesota DNR within the
geographical range of the intensive survey, 11% are classified by the DNR as infested.
The BHM presented here est imates that 59% of the same stands have a posterior
predictive mean probability of dwarf mistletoe presence greater than the threshold
value of T

= 0.4 (Table 3). These stands are more likely to be infested than not.

Under the Bayesian framework we can also predict the standard deviation of the
posterior predictive distribution of the probability of infest ation in each stand, which
can then be used to infer the probability of mistletoe being present at a stand. We
define a stand as being "highly likely" to have mistletoe present if there is at least a
95% chan ce that the posterior predictive probability of mistletoe presence is greater
than the threshold value, T. Likewise, a stand is "highly unlikely" to have mistletoe
present if there is at least a 95% chance that the posterior predictive probability of
mistletoe presence is lower than the threshold value. Of the 25,235 stands in our
study, we predict that 8,883 (35%) are highly likely to be infested and 5,367 (21%)
are highly unlikely to be infested (Table 3).
In the case where cl>and 'I/;are assumed to be homogeneous, the predicted rate
of false negative classification (1 - cl>)in the DNR inventory, relative to the intensive
survey, is 0.81 (Table 4), while the predicted rate of a false positive classification ('I/;)
is 0.21.
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Table 1: Parameters in the BDR model.

Intercept
Cover type size class
Stand "wetness" class
Stand Density (1000 board-ft. per acre)
Height of dominant species
Mortality of dominant species
Understory density
Presence of tamarack
Presence of northern white cedar
Presence of lowland black spruce
Presence of balsam fir
Northern white cedar cover type
Stagnant spruce cover type
Aspen cover type
Jack pine cover type
Spatial autocovariate (acy)
Intercept
Mortality of dominant species
Presence of tamarack
Lowland black spruce cover Lype
Intercept
Cover type size class
Understory size class
Mortality of dominant species
Understory density
Presence of northern white cedar
Spatial autocovariate (ac,µ)
Moran's I p-value (without acy and ac'I/J)
Moran's Ip-value (with acy and ac'I/J)
Probability of DNR true detection (¢)
Probability of DNR false detection ('lj;)

95% Credible Interval
Lower
Upper
Median
bound
bound
R
Regression Coefficients for y
-4.2628
-7.0404
-1.6239
1.0005
0.3511
0.1028
0.6100 < 1.0001
1.0409
0.5049
1.6102
1.0002
0.3903
0.0985
0.7770
1.0003
-0.0215
-0.0364
-0.0070 < 1.0001
0.6293
0.2258
1.0590
1.0001
-0.2604
-0.4891
-0.0334
1.0001
-0.4096
-0.9518
0.1241 < 1.0001
1.1044
0.2255
2.0577
1.0003
-0.9994
-1.9956
-0.0593
1.0002
-1.3029
-2.8215
0.0535
1.0002
-2.2702
-3.8039
-0.8033 < 1.0001
-1.5354
-2.5737
-0.5478
1.0001
1.2018
-0.0580
2.5019
1.0009
2.3823
-0.0549
4.9522
1.0003
1.1196
1.7365
2.3783
1.0007
Regression Coefficients for ¢
-2.0911
-2.8211
-1.4656
1.0002
0.9544
0.5971
1.3323
1.0001
0.5449
-0.1605
1.2392
1.0001
0.9909
0.3080
1.7219
1.0003
Regression Coefficients for 'ljJ
-5.7777 -11.6221
-1.2673
1.0226
-0.7722
-1.6764
0.1065
1.0037
2.9167
1.1279
5.3506
1.0221
3.4327
1.1825
6.4058
1.0215
-1.6632
-3.1416
-0.5392
1.0185
8.6992
3.6880
15.6561
1.0262
13.2552
5.8397
23.8439
1.0285
Tests for Spatial Autocorrelation
0.0980
0.0004
0.8774 < 1.0001
0.4730
0.0295
0.9690 < 1.0001
Homogeneous Detection Probabilities
0.0413
0.0182
0.0847 < 1.0001
0.0530
0.0225
0.0809 < 1.0001
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Table 2: Contingency tables of mistl etoe presence in the intens ive survey with the
DNR inventor y and cross-va lidat ion predictions from various models.

Present
DNR inventory
Absent
Pr esent
Random Forests
Absent
Bayesian Data Reconciliation Present
(Homogeneous ¢ and 7/;) Absent
Pr esent
Tradit iona l Probit Regression
Absent
Bayesian Data Reconciliation Pr esent
(Spat ially Varying ¢ and 7/;) Absent

Intensive Survey
Present Absent
25
8
85
78
32
82
28
54
94
34
16
52
93
31
17
55
32
95
15
54

Threshold

% Accuracy

NA

52.55%

NA

69.39%

T=0.45

73.98%

T=.043

75.51%

T=0 .40

76.02%

Table 3: Comparison of DNR status with model predictions by county.

# of Stands
County
Koochiching
Lake of the Woods
Beltrami
St . Louis
Lake
Itas ca
Total (All Counties)

DNR
in County Infected Status
14159
10.89%
18.18%
66
46
73.91%
6843
8.18%
1906
26.18%
2215
8.67%
25235
11.25%

Bayesian Hierarchical Mode l Prediction
Likely
Highly Unlikely
Highly Likely
P(mist > T) > .5 P(mist > T) < .05 P(mist > T) > .95
59.61 %
22.44%
37.08%
21.21 %
48.48%
3.03%
73.91%
8.70%
13.04%
57.11%
20.58%
30.22%
74.82%
10.86%
49.32%
53.36%
24.38%
27.86%
59.46%
21.27%
35.20%
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Discussion

Dwarf Mistletoe
The results of the leave-one-out cross-validation show that our methods have
increased the accuracy of predictions made from the DNR inventory, relative to the
intensive survey. Before the data reconciliation process, the DNR data only agreed
with the more accurate intensive survey 53% of the time (Table 2), just slightly
better than would be expected by random chance . Predictions from the spatially
varying BDR process agree with the intensive survey 76% of the time, a higher level
of accuracy than any of the other methods attempted

here. We have successfully

updated the extensive but inaccurate DNR forest inventory using the small, reliable
intensive survey, and our predictions reflect likely results of extending the intensive
survey to cover the whole range of the DNR inventory.
Our analysis also suggests a disparity in the reliability of the Minnesota DNR
survey . v\Then compared to the more accurate intensive survey, the DNR survey is
highly accurate at correctly assessing uninfested stands, as seen by the low proportion
of false positives (see 'l/Jin Table 4), but much less accurate at correctly assessing
stands infested with dwarf mistletoe. The high false negative rate indicates that, on
average, the probability of an infested stand being correctly classified is only 19%.
Taken together, our results for ¢ and 'l/Jsuggest that in comparison to the intensive
survey the Minnesota DNR inventory significantly underestimates the extent of dwarf
mistletoe in black spruce stands.
We predict that mistletoe is present in roughly three to five times as many stands
as reported in the DNR inventory (Table 3). This significant increase in the level of
dwarf mistletoe infestation is apparent across all counties in the study except for
Beltrami and Lake of the Woods. The predictions for each stand in the DNR survey
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Table 4: Summary of results for spatially varying detect ion probabilities cf;and 'If;.

# of Stands
County
Koochiching
Lake of the Woods
Beltrami
St. Louis
Lake
Itasca
Total

in County
14159
66
46
6843
1906
2215
25235

Average
False Negativ e
Rat e (1-¢)
0.80
0.88
0.78
0.83
0.77
0.82
0.81

Averag e
False Positiv e
Rate ('If;)
0.24
0.17
0.40
0.13
0.26
0.19
0.21

Percent of
Stands With
'If;> 0.75
19.26%
14.81%
23.55%
8.84%
19.14%
14.41%
16.00%

and maps of these stands indicate locations where our predictions are similar to or
different from the DNR survey presence or absence of mistletoe (Figure 4). This
knowledge can be used to make forest management decisions such as which stands
to survey next for dwarf mistletoe or which areas are currently most threatened
by mistletoe infestation . New surveys could be conducted to verify or refute the
predictions we make in this study.
The results for detection probabilities¢

and 't/; (Table 4) show that the predicted

false negative rate (1 - ¢) is fairly constant across all counties in the DNR survey.
In contrast, the false positive rate ('t/;)varies more between count ies. For examp le,
the false positive rate in Koochiching county is 0.24, much high er than the rate in St.
Louis county , 0.13. This may reflect the difficulty in surveying the extensive forests
found in Koochiching county, as compar ed to the relatively sparse and much more
accessible forest stands in St. Louis County (Figure 3).
More exte nsive results, including larg e-scale images showing the incidence of
mistletoe as reported by the DNR inventory, predicted probability of mistletoe presence , standard deviation of the posterior predictive distribution, and predictions for
the detection probabiliti es ¢ and 't/;are provid ed in Appendix E.
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The BDR approach allows us to make predictions of mistletoe incidence simultaneously with inference about the epidemio logica l process driving mistletoe in northern Minnesota.

The estimated regression coefficients of stand character isti cs from

the model for y (Table 1) give some insight in to what drives dwarf mistletoe infestation. For examp le, the positive coefficient related to stand mortaliLy and the negative
coefficient related to the height of the dominant species reflect the effects of dwarf
mistletoe on infested stands.
Regression coefficients of stand character isti cs for </>and 1/;can illumin ate stand
character istic s related to good or poor DNR detection probabilities, relative to the
int ens ive survey. For example, the positive coefficient for mortality in the model for

1/;may indicates that survey crews are likely to assume that dwarf mistletoe is the
cause of observed mortality in a stand when the mortality is actua lly caused by some
other agent.
The spatial autocovariate

aey is positively corre lated with mistletoe presence,

confirming that mistletoe is more likely in stands near other infected stands. Likewise,
ac'I/Jis positively corre lated with

1/;,indicating spatial structure in the rate of false

positive errors in the DNR data, relative to the int ensive survey. The residuals of the
full BDR model fit were tested for spatial autocorre lation using Moran's I. When the
spatial autocovariates

are omitted from the model, the median of the Moran's I p-

value (0.0980) indi cates sign ificant spatial autocorre lation in the residuals. With the
spatial autocovar iates in the model, the median (0.4730) and 95% cred ible interval
(0.0295 to 0.9690) of the posterior predictive distribution

of the Moran's I p-value

are close to what would be expected for random, uncorrelated

data (mean of 0.5

and 95% credible interval of 0.025 to 0.975), indicating that the spat ial autocovariate
successfu lly accounts for the spatial autocorrelation
the model assumption of uncorrelated residuals.

present in the data and sat isfies
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Bayesian

Data Reconciliation

Bayesian data reconciliation provides a flexible and robust framework for int egrating multipl e sources of data, as illustrated by our study of dwarf mist letoe in
Minn esota black spruce stands.

Th e hiera rchic al Bayesian nat ur e of the modeling

framework allows us to implement meaningful mod els for both the ecological process
and for the relationship of th e data sources. We chose data and proc ess mod els in
our exampl e that would allow us to make inferenc e about the ecological process being
st udied, as well as the relat ionship s between the DNR and inte nsive surveys, and
the Bayesian framework allows us to formally couple these two statistical mod els,
somet hin g not eas ily done using traditional methods.
The hierarc hical nat ur e of th e dat a reconciliation process allows for simultaneous
inference abo ut ecological process and relationship between the two sour ces of data.
This provid es better int egrat ion of the two data sets than would be accomplish ed
with a two-step process. Based solely on a compar ison of the two sources of data (see
Tab le 2), we might emp irically assign 'lj;, the prob abi lity of a false positive in the DNR
data relative to the intensive survey, to be 0.09. However, when 'lj; is assumed to be
spat ially homo geneo us, its 95% credible interva l is bounded by 0.02 and 0.08. In a
similar fashion, the emp irical est imate of¢>, the prob ab ility of both the intensive and
DNR surveys finding mistletoe in a stand, is higher t han the 95% credib le interval
found in our analysis (see Tab le 1 and Table 4). The simult aneo us inference of the
parameters in the data and proc ess models through composition sampling allows
the ecological process to influence the inference made in the data mode l. Thus, the
hierarc hical modeling framework allows us to see that in this case, the DNR inventory
is more accurate than would be assumed from a separa te empiri cal compari son of the
DNR inventory to th e intensive survey .
In ana lyses involving prediction, there is often an inherent trade-off between
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predictive power and int erpreta bility of the results. In the examp le given here, we
removed many covariat es from the analysis in the variable select ion process with the
aim of removing collinear ity and producing a pars imonious model. Multicollinearity among these covariates could cloud inference on their effects, as well as slow the
convergence of the fitting process, and th us needs to be accounted for in some way.
Alternately, all stand characte rist ics could be used to create a correspo ndin g set of
ort hogon al covariates (e.g., through principal component analysis), which cou ld then
be used, without variable select ion , in the model. T his would reta in the inform at ion
from all covar iates and could improv e the predictive abi lity of the resulting model.
Unfortunately, these orthogonal covar iates are typi cally difficult, if not impo ssible, to
interpret in an ecologically meaningful context. T his is perfectly acceptab le if prediction is the sole aim of the study, but if the researcher is also interested in illuminating
ecological processes involved in the natural system, leaving stand character ist ics untransformed is imp ortant .
Implicit in t he data reconc iliation approach we have outl ined here is the assumpt ion that one data set is more accurate than the other. Outside of contro lled
experiments , there is typica lly no way to judge the abso lut e accuracy of a set of observations of an ecological process, and t hus a priori knowledge must gu ide decisions
on the relative accuracy of t he data sets be ing reconci led. In the examp le we presented, the focus of the sma ll intensive survey was solely on dwarf mist letoe presence,
while a wide range of character istics were recorded for each stand in the DNR forest
inventory. This discrepancy in focus makes it likely that the intensive survey more
reliab ly reports dwarf mistletoe presence than does the DNR inventory. We are thus
confident that, as our data reconciliation process has produced predictions that are
more closely in line with the more accurate int ensive survey than were the original
DNR data, t hese predictions are themselves mor e likely to accurate ly repr esent the
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true extent of the dwarf mistletoe infestat ion in north ern Minnesota.
The BHM framework is highly flexible and can accommod ate a wide variety of
designs. For examp le, three or more sets of related data could be int egrated in a
similar fashion to the method we have presented here. Likewise, hierarchical models
with more levels than the three traditionally included (data, process, and parameter
models) could be used to model t he relat ionships between multipl e sources of data
and highly comp lex systems. All manner of cond ition al relationships between data
and latent parameters can be written within a hierarc hical mod eling framework.
With the widespread availability of remotely sensed data and advances in geograp hic inform at ion systems (GIS), utilizing multiple sources of data is becoming
common in ecological st udies. Spatia l data is often availab le at a variety of scales,
and the change of scale req uired to reconcile such data often results in the so-called
"mod ifiab le areal unit prob lem" (e.g., Gotway and Young 2002). W hile our study
focused on two surveys that were conducted on the same spruce stands, and thus on
the same spatia l scale, a similar approach to what we present here might be emp loyed
to reconcile spat ial data at differing scales. T he data at a coarser resolution, when
utilized at the scale of the finer resolu tion data, could be treated as being less accurate
than the finer resolution data. In this way, BDR could be used to model the differences between the finer and coarser resolution data and predict the finer resolution
information at locations where only the coarser resolution data is available.
Using data from multiple sources within a BHM is not a new idea, though the
purpose of past studies has typica lly been to assimi late multiple types of data to
make inference about a latent ecological process (e.g., Clark et al. 2007). In the
Bayesian data reconciliation pro cess presented here we model th e relationship between
two data sets, one more accurate than the other, by placing dat a at different levels
of a hierarc hical model. Pl acing t he more accur ate data in the process level of a
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hierarchical model, instead of a latent ecological proc ess as is traditional in BHMs,
allows us to model the differences in the data jointly with the ecological process of
interest and update predictions across the support of the less accurate data.

The

BHM framework allows us to accomplish these goals in a way that is statistically
rigorous and results in scientifically meauiugful information about the observational
and ecological processes of interest.
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Fig. 4: Plot s of DNR Survey and mod el predict ions at a select ion of sta nds in
Koochiching county.

(a) Presence or absence of mistleto e as report ed in the DNR survey.

=----~

(b) Posterior pr edicted mean probability
of mist letoe presence in eac h sta nd .

(c) Standard dev iation of the po ster ior
predicted prob ab ility of mistletoe presence at each stand.

(d) Stands are "highly likely" (black) or
"highly unlik ely" (white) to have mist letoe present. Prediction is uncl ear at gray
sta nd s.

(e) Prob ab ility of a "false neg ative" (1 -

(f) Probability of a "false po sitive" (1/Ji)
in th e DNR inventory , relative to th e intensive survey.

<Pi)in th e DNR inventory , relativ e to th e
inten sive surv ey.
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APPENDIX A
AN INTRODUCTION

TO BAYESIAN HIERARCHICAL MODELING

Knowledge pertaining to complex ecological systems is fraught with uncerta inty ,
and modeling these complex systems is challenging.

Bayesian hierarc hical models

(BHMs) are being used more frequently in the analysis of ecological systems (e.g.,
Clark and Gelfand 2006). They provide a framework in which scientists can naturally
implement comp lex models in an attempt to more closely reflect the natural world. At
the same time, hierarchical models allow for a rigorous accounting of the uncertainty
when modeling natural systems. Cressie et al. (2009) provide an excellent summary of
the strengths and limit atio ns of hierarchi cal stat istica l modeling in ecology, especia lly
BHMs, and int erested readers are referred to that paper for a full treatment of the
sub ject. In brief, the Bayesian hierarc hical modeling framework is a series of three
linked stat ist ical models, each dependent on the next:
1. Data Model:

A statist ical model of the measurement error is spec ified. This

links the actua l observed data to the underlying ecological process of int erest
(e.g., the actua l presence or absence of mistletoe in a spruce stand).
2. Process

Model:

A stat isti cal model of the (ofte n unobserved) ecological pro-

cess being studied. This process is dependent on specified parameters (e.g., the
effect of stand density on mistletoe presence).
3. Parameter

Model: Bayesian statistics requires the specification of the a priori

knowledg e about the parameters of int erest in terms of a statistical distribution.
Prior distributions must be specified for all parameters in the dat a and process
models. (e.g., our prior knowledge about what effect stand density could have
on mistletoe presence).
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Laws of cond itional probability allow us to write the joint probability distribution
of the process and parameters given the data as proportional to the product of the
three simpler conditiona l distributions.

If we adopt the notation used by Cressie et

al. (2009) for condit ional probability distributions, wherein [AIB] is the distribution
of A cond ition ed on B, this relationship can be expressed as:

[process, parameters

Idata]

ex [datalprocess][processiparametersl[parameters].

This joint posterior distribution can then be approximated using Markov Chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques (e.g., Gelman, Carlin, Stern, and Rubin 2004). This
is c01runonly done within the R statist ical computing environment (R Development
Core Team 2009) or through use of software such as WinBUGS (Lunn, Thomas, Best,
and Spiegelhalter 2000).
The Gibbs sampler (e.g., Gelman, Carlin, Stern, and Rubin 2004) is a highly
robust sampling scheme for MCMC. In brief, the procedure for implementing the
Gibbs sampler is as follows:
1. Obtain a representation of the joint posterior distribution of all parameters, 0,

in the model, given the data: [0ly],at least up to a constant of proportionality.
This is typica lly done through use of Bayes theorem.
2. From the representation of the joint posterior distribution, find the full-conditional
distribution of each parameter. That is, find [Bil·],the probability distribution of
the parameter obtained when all other parameters, and the data, are considered
to be fixed.
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3. The Gibbs sampler can then be implemented by picking initial values for each
parameter, then iterat ively sampling from each full-conditional distribution in
turn, replacing the previous value of each parameter at each iteration.
4. After convergence, the resulting "chain" of samples is a set of samples from the
full joint posterior distribution of the parameters given the data, and can be
used for inference about 0.
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APPENDIX B
DERIVATION OF FULL-CONDITIONAL DISTRIBUTIONS
The joint posterior distribution of the parameters, given the data , in the full
Bayesian data reconciliation model for dwarf mistletoe in black spruce is given by
N

N

M

~

[{3,f3,p,{3,JJ,</>,
'Ip I Y, w] ex II[w i!Yi,¢i, V\]II[Yilf3]II [¢ilf3,p]
II [7Pilf3,JJ
][{3][{3,p][f3
,µ]·
i=l
i=l
i1=l
io=l
To use the computationa lly efficient Gibbs sampler, we need to analytica lly specify the full-conditional distribution for each parameter in the model. The derivations
of these full-conditionals are given here.
From the joint posterior distribution above, the full-conditional distribution for
{3, the vector of regression coefficients related to the presenc e of mistletoe, is
N

[f31·]
ex II[ Yilf3][{3].
i=l
The prior distribution of {3 is N(µ, :E.B),and th e likelihood is the process model:

Albert and Chib (1993) have shown that through the introduction of a latent
variable (here denoted z), a full-conditional distribution may be written for probit
regression of this form. In brief, the method is as follows.
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Let

zi

be distributed as a standard normal random variable, truncated to have

= 1 and only negative support if Yi = 0:

only positive support if Yi

0

zi ,..__,
{TN(x'J3, 1)

TN(x'J3, l)?._ if Yi= 0.
00

Then the full-conditional distribution for {3 is

The full-conditional distributions for

!3¢ and

{31/Jcan be found in a similar way.

Consider {3</>
:
Ni

[/3¢1-l
ex IJ[ <t>il/3"'][/3¢].
i=l

The prior distribution of {3</>
is N(µ¢, :E,0<1>
), and the process model is:

Again following Albert and Chib (1993), let z<I>,be distribut ed as a standard
normal random variable, truncated to have only positive support if <Pi= 1 and only
nega tive support if <Pi= 0.

Then the full conditional distribution for

!3¢ is
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In a similar fashion, the full conditional distribution for (3,J;is

The full-conditional distribution of <Pi,the prob ab ility the DNR detects mistletoe
in the i-th stand when the intensiv e survey records mistletoe present in that stand,
can be found by exam ining the process model:

Thus,

where <P(·)is the cumu lativ e distribution function of the standard normal distribution.

In a similar fashion , we can write an equation for

1/J:

We have derived analytic full-conditional distributions for all parameters in the
model, and the joint posterior distribution of the parameters in the model can be
found using robust Gibbs samp ling methods.
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APPENDIX C
AREAL DATA TUTORIAL
The R-script below conta ins a commented t ut or ial on account ing for spat ial
autocorre lat ion in area l data using both frequentist an d Bayesian met hods . It is
aimed at a relative newcomer to both spatia l stat ist ics and Bayesian comp ut at ion,
and I h ave made an effort to explain t he reasoning behind each major step and some
context to help the reader interpret the results.
The requ ired subrout ine for this t utoria l, "Mist letoeG ibbs.r", is found in Append ix D : computer code. The data files needed to run this tutoria l are available
from the author upon req uest.

###################################################
#
#
#

Dwarf Mistletoe
in Black Spruce
Areal Data Tutorial

#
#

Ephraim Hanks (revised

2/24/2010)

#

###################################################
#

Read in the data

spruce=read.csv("spruce.dat",sep=",",header=T)
comp=read.csv("comp.dat",sep=",",header=T)
load("distmat
.Rdata")
#

load necessary

library(mvtnorm)
library(msm)
library(spam)
library(spdep)

packages
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###################################################
#
#

#

#
#
#

First we'll use normal frequentist
techniques
find which covariates
are significant
(it is normally easier to do any preliminary
analysis
using frequentist
techniques--they
are faster
and typically
easily done in R)

to

#
###################################################

This runs a binary regression
using
# Note that very few are significant
#

many covariates.

model.full=glm(formula=infected.comp~cx+cy+ccdense+cutype+cudense+cusize
+csi+cphys+cage+cba+ctbr+csp12+csp13+csp62+csp71+csp72+cS2DBH+cS2VOL
+cctype71+cctype73+cctype74+cctype75+cctype76,data=comp,
family=binomial(probit))
summary(model.full)
This runs a backwards stepwise selection
based on AIC
# to attempt
to remove variables . that are not statistically
# significant
in predicting
the presence/absence
of mistletoe
#

mod. reduced=step(model.full)
summary(mod.reduced)
#

The reduced

model is much more tractable.

########################################################
#
#

Accounting

for

spatial

structure

in mistletoe

presence

#
########################################################

Moran's I is a test for spatial
autocorrelation
If the test gives a significant
p-value,
it means that
# there
is significant
spatial
structure
in the data
#

#

#
#
#

To see if we need to account for spatial
structure
in
our analysis,
we will test the RESIDUALSfrom the
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#

model above

# First

we need to define

a "neighborhood

# find centroids
of all of our spruce
centroids.comp=cbind(comp$cx,comp$cy)

structure"

stands

# There are 3 methods for defining a "neighborhood
# We only need to run one of the lines below.

structure"

#

# Using a different
neighborhood structure
can give slightly
# different
answers, and unfortunately
there is no set way
# to choose a neighborhood
#

# See how the results
change by varying the method or "range"
# parameter -- uncomment different
lines
#nblist.comp=tri2nb(centroids.comp)
#nblist.comp=knearneigh(centroids.comp,4)
#nblist.comp=knearneigh(centroids.comp,12)
nblist.comp=dnearneigh(centroids
. comp,1,1000)
#nblist.comp=dnearneigh(centroids.comp,1,200)
# This turns the neighborhood structure
into a format needed
# for the Moran's I test
listw . comp=nb2listw(nblist
. comp,style="W",zero.policy=TRUE)
##
## TEST FOR SPATIAL STRUCTUREIN THE RESIDUALSOF OURMODEL
##

moran.test(mod . reduced$residuals,listw
alternative="two.sided")

. comp,zero .policy=TRUE,

#

# If the p-value is small (e.g.,
less than .05), we need to account
# spatial
structure
somehow.
# One way is to create an "autocovariate"
(as in "auto-logistic
# regression")
#

# This autocovariate
takes a weighted average of the number of
# sites within 1000m that have mistletoe
present.
Sites that
# are closer are given more weight than sites that are far away

for the
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ac.iterated=autocov_dist(comp$infected

. comp,centroids

. comp,nbs=1000,type="inverse

#
#
#

Now we'll redo the model selection
after including the auto-covariate

and checking

for spatial

structure

#

model.full=glm(formula=infected.comp~cx+cy+ccdense+cutype+cudense+cusize
+csi+cphys+cage+cba+ctbr+csp12+csp13+csp62+csp71+csp72+cS2DBH+cS2VOL
+cctype71+cctype73+cctype74+cctype75+cctype76+ac.iterated,data=comp,
family=binomial(probit))
summary(model.full)
mod.reduced=step(model.full)
summary(mod.reduced)
nblist.comp=dnearneigh(centroids.comp,1,1000)
listw.comp=nb2listw(nblist
. comp,style="W",zero
moran .test(mod . reduced$residuals,listw.comp,zero
alternative="two.sided")
if the p-value is still
less
autocovariate
until we find
# spatial
structure .
#

#

. policy=TRUE)
.policy =TRUE,

than .05, we need to adjust
one that accounts for the

###############################################################
#
#

Hierarchical

Bayesian

Probit

Regression

#
###############################################################
#
#

Now we'll do the full analysis
as a Bayesian,
including
predicting
presence/absence
at unobserved locations.

source("MistletoeGibbs

. r")

#############################################################
#

The "MistletoeGibbs"

function

takes

a number of inputs:

our

. sc
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#

- Covariates
for each observed stand (including
autocovariate)
- "True" presence/absence
of mistletoe
for each observed stand
(Fred's data)
w
- DNRpresence/absence
of mistletoe
X.unobs - Covariates
for each UNobserved stand
w.unobs - DNRpresence/absence
of mistletoe
for UNobserved stands
distmat.unobs
-matrix of distances
between unobserved stands
(used for calculating
the autocovariate)
chain.length
-number of iterations
you want the Gibbs loop to run

# X
#

#
#
#
#
#

#
#

y

#
#

NOTE: this function is not meant to be modular--it
is highly specific
#
to this particular
problem and data.
Modification
would be
#
needed to use this function on any other dataset
#

#############################################################

#

Setting

up data observed

by the USU intensive

survey

X. spatial=as.matrix(comp[,c(3,11,13,27)])
ac=comp$ac.iterated
X. spatial=as.matrix(cbind(rep(1,length(comp$cx)),X.spatial,ac))
# and the presence/absence
y=comp$infected . comp

#

Setting

up unobserved

data found by the USU survey

(MnDNR)data

X.unobs=spruce[,c(3,24,29,8)]
n.unobs=dim(X.unobs)
[1]
X.u nobs=as .matrix(cbind(rep(1,n.unobs),X

.unobs))

w=comp[, 31]
w.unobs=spruce[,1]
#

Note: we don't need an autocovariate
for the unobserved
#
data ... we will estimate that autocovariate
in the
#
Gibbs sampler loop
#
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##################################################
# Running the model with spatial
autocovariate
#
and looking at results
##################################################

results=MistletoeGibbs(X.spatial,y,w,X.unobs,w.unobs,distmat,
chain.length=100)
#

Lets check the residuals

for spatial

structure:

moran .test(results$mean.resids,listw.comp,zero.policy=TRUE,
alternative="two.sided")

Plot of the samples drawn in the Gibbs Sampler
par(mfrow=c(3,3))
plot (results$beta
[, 1] , type="l" ,main="Intercept
")
plot (results$beta
[, 2] , type="l" ,main="y")
plot (results$beta
[, 3] , type="l" ,main="age")
plot (results$beta
[, 4] , type="l", main="tbr")
plot (results$beta
[, 5] , type="l" ,main="ctype73")
plot (results$beta[,
6] , type="l" ,main="Spatial
Autocovariate")
plot(results$psi,type="l",main="psi
- P(False Positive)")
plot(results$phi,type="l",main="phi
- P(True Detection)")
#

# Plots
of the posterior
densities
par(mfrow=c(3,3))
plot(density(results$beta[,1]),main="Intercept")
plot (density (results$beta
[, 2]) ,main="y")
plot (densi ty(results$beta
[, 3]) ,main="age")
plot(density(results$beta[,4]),main="tbr")
plot (density (results$beta
[, 5]) ,main="ctype73")
plot (density (resul ts$beta [, 6]), main="Spatial
Autocovariate")
plot(density(results$psi),main="psi
- P(False Positive)")
plot(density(results$phi),main="phi
- P(True Detection)")

##
## If all of those
##
the predictions

diagnostics
look good, we can look at
on unobserved stands
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##
######################################################
# Prediction
on Unobserved Stands
######################################################

here's the percentage
of the sites
that the DNR says are infected:
mean(spruce$infected.mndnr)
#

we analyzed

#

and this is the percentage
of these same sites
model predicts
should have mistletoe:
mean(results$pred.mean)
#

#

that

our
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APPENDIX D
COMPUTER CODE
The R-script below cont ains th e r-cod e required to replicate all the ana lysis done
in the paper. Following the R-script is code for the subroutines used in the R-script.
These routines are available in the form of an R-package from the author upon request.

##############################################################
##############################################################
#

#

mistletoe.r

updated

Improving accuracy
disease incidence

of large-scale
using Bayesian

8/24/09

#

#
#

predictions
of forest
data reconciliation

#
#

Ephraim Hanks, Mevin Hooten,

Fred Baker

#
#

ephraim.hanks@aggiemail.usu.edu

#
#

#
#

This script
paper.

walks through

the analysis

done in th e

#
##############################################################
##############################################################

###########################################
#

Read in data

###########################################

library(mistletoeBDR)
data(train)
data (spruce)
data(distmat)
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#

creation

of autocovariate

for Psi

trainO=train[train$infected
. USU==O,]
trainO=trainO©data
train1=train[train$infected.USU==1,]
train1=train1©data
centroids.psi=cbind(train0$x,train0$y)
ac . psiO=autocov_dist(train0$infected.mndnr,centroids.psi,nbs=1500,
type="inverse
. squared",zero.policy=TRUE)
train$ac.psi=rep(NA,length(train$x))
train$ac.psi[train$infected.USU==O]=ac.psi0
ac . psi1=rep(NA,sum(train$infected.USU==1))
for(i in 1: (sum(train$infected
.USU==1))){
combined=rbind(trainl[i,]
,trainO)
centroids.comb=cbind(combined$x,combined$y)
ac.comb=autocov_dist(combined$infected.mndnr,centroids.comb,nbs=1500,
type="inverse
. squared",zero.policy=TRUE)
ac.psi1[i]=ac.comb[1]
}

train$ac

. psi[train$infected

. USU==1]=ac.psi1

###########################################
# Variable
selection
process
###########################################
#

model with all

covariates

full.model=glm(infected.USU-csize+cdense+usize+udense+age+dbh+cover+phys
+mbf+height+mortal+dense+sp72+sp73+sp13+sp12+sp1+sp21+sp51+sp53+sp61
+sp71+ctype62+ctype71+ctype74+ctype76+ctype73+ctype75+ctype12+ctype53
+utype12+utype13+utype53+utype62+utype71+utype73+utype74+utype75+utype76
+ac.iterated,data=train,family=binomial(probit))
summary(full . model)
#

stepwise

selection

selected.model=step(full
summary(selected.model)
#

resulting

model:

(AIC based)
. model)
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selected.model=glm(infected.USU-csize+phys+mbf+height+mortal+dense+sp72
+sp73+sp71+ctype62+ctype73+ctype75+ctype12+ctype53+ac.iterated,
data=train,family=binomial(probit))
summary(selected.model)
var.list=c(1,6,9,13,15,16,24,25,35,37,38,40,42,43)
names(train)
[var.list]

# doesn't

include

###############
# Phi and Psi
###############
train1=train[train$infected.USU==1,]
trainO=train[train$infected.USU==O,]

selected.model
. phi=glm(formula=infected.mndnr-mortal+sp72+ctype71,
data=train1,family=binomial(probit))
summary(selected .model .phi)
var.list.phi=c(15,24,36)

selected.model.psi=glm(formula=infected.mndnr-mortal+usize+csize+
dense+sp73+ac . psi,data=train0,family=binomial(probit))
summary(selected.model.psi)
var.list.psi=c(i,3,15,16,25)

# checking

spatial

#doesn't

autocorrelation

include

ac.psi

of frequentist

centroids=cbind(train$x,train$y)
nb=dnearneigh(centroids,0,1000)
listw=nb2listw(nb,style="W",zero
.policy=TRUE)
moran.test(selected.model$residuals,listw,zero
alternative="two.sided")
centroids.phi=cbind(train1$x,train1$y)
nb.phi=dnearneigh(centroids.phi,0,1000)
listw.phi=nb2listw(nb.phi,style="W",zero.policy=TRUE)
moran . test(selected.model.phi$residuals,listw
alternative="two.sided")

model residuals

. policy=TRUE,

. phi,zero.policy=TRUE,

ac
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centroids.psi=cbind(train0$x,train0$y)
nb.psi=dnearneigh(centroids.psi,0,1000)
listw.psi=nb2listw(nb.psi,style="W",zero.policy=TRUE)
moran.test(selected.model
.psi$residuals,listw.psi,zero
alternative="two.sided")

. policy=TRUE,

###########################################

# Gibbs Sampler runs
###########################################
##
## making "train"
and "spruce"
##
polygon datasets
##

into

matrices,

not spatial

train.nopoly=train©data
spruce.nopoly=spruce©data
train1 . nopoly=train1©data
trainO . nopoly=trainO©data
##

## setting
##

up data for Gibbs runs

X.data=as.matrix(train.nopoly[,var.list])
X.phi=as.matrix(train1.nopoly[,var.list.phi])
X.psi=as.matrix(trainO.nopoly[,var.list.psi])
ac =train$ac . iterated
ac . psi=train0$ac.psi
y=train$infected.USU
w=train$infected
.mndnr
X.unobs=as.matrix(spruce.nopoly[,var.list])
w.unobs=spruce$infected
X.phi .unobs=as . matrix(spruce.nopoly[,var.list.phi])
X.psi.unobs=as.matrix(spruce.nopoly[,var.list.psi])

#

#

Running four separate
chains, each with different
random starting
values sampled from an overdispersed
normal distribution
with mean
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#

and s.d.

from the glm fit

summ=summary(selected.model)
means=summ[ [12]] [, 1]
st.devs=summ[[12]]
[,2]*10
summ.phi=summary(selected.model.phi)
means.phi=summ.phi[[12]]
[,1]
st . devs . phi=summ . phi[[12]] [,2]*10
summ.psi=summary(selected.model.psi)
means.psi=summ.psi[[12]]
[,1]
st.devs.psi=summ.psi[[12]]
[,2]*10

initl=rnorm(length(means),mean=means,sd=st.devs)
initl .phi=rnorm(length(means.phi),mean=means
.phi,sd=st.devs.phi)
initl .psi=rnorm(length(means.psi),mean=means.psi,sd=st
. devs.psi)
init2=rnorm(length(means),mean=means,sd=st.devs)
init2.phi=rnorm(length(means.phi),mean=means
.phi,sd=st.devs.phi)
init2.psi=rnorm(length(means.psi),mean=means.psi,sd=st.devs.psi)
init3=rnorm(length(means),mean=means,sd=st.devs)
init3 .phi=rnorm(length(means
. phi),mean=means .phi,sd=st . devs . phi)
init3 .psi=rnorm(length(means.psi),mean=means
.psi,sd=st.devs.psi)
init4=rnorm(length(means),mean=means,sd=st.devs)
init4.phi=rnorm(length(means.phi),mean=means
.phi,sd=st . devs.phi)
init4 .psi=rnorm(length(means
. psi),mean=means.psi,sd=st
. devs.psi)
Occasionally
these random starting
values produce condition s that
result
in numeri cal zeros . If an error is obtain ed in one of the
# gibbs loops below, re-initialize
the "init " lines above and
# restart
the "results"
lin e below.
#
#

n .gibbs=10000
results1.1=MistletoeGibbsFULL(X
. data,X . phi,X.psi,y,w,ac,ac
. psi,X.unobs,
X. phi .unobs,X.psi.unobs,w.unobs,distmat,distmat
. psi,initl,initl
. phi,
init1 .psi,n .gibbs)
results1.2=MistletoeGibbsFULL(X.data,X.phi,X
.psi,y,w,ac,ac.psi,X.unobs,
X. phi.unobs,X . psi.unobs,w.unobs,distmat,distmat
.psi,
results1.1$betas[n.gibbs,]
,results1.1$betas.phi[n
. gibbs,],
results1 . 1$betas.psi[n
. gibbs,J ,n.gibbs)
results2.1=MistletoeGibbsFULL(X.data,X.phi,X.psi,y,w,ac,ac
. psi,X.unobs,
X.phi . unobs,X.psi.unobs,w.unobs,distmat,distmat
. psi,init2,init2.phi,
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init2.psi,n
.gibbs)
results2.2=MistletoeGibbsFULL(X.data,X.phi,X.psi,y,w,ac,ac.psi,X.unobs,
X.phi . unobs,X.psi.unobs,w.unobs,distmat,distmat.psi,
results2.1$betas[n.gibbs,],results2.1$betas.phi[n.gibbs,],
results2.1$betas.psi[n.gibbs,]
,n.gibbs)
results3.1=MistletoeGibbsFULL(X.data,X.phi,X.psi,y,w,ac,ac.psi,X.unobs,
X.phi.unobs,X.psi.unobs,w.unobs,distmat,distmat.psi,init3,init3.phi,
init3.psi,n
.gibbs)
results3.2=MistletoeGibbsFULL(X.data,X.phi,X.psi,y,w,ac,ac.psi,X.unobs,
X. phi . unobs,X.psi.unobs,w.unobs,distmat,distmat.psi,
results3.1$betas[n
.gibbs,],results3.1$betas.phi[n.gibbs,],
results3.1$betas.psi[n.gibbs,]
,n . gibbs)
results4 . 1=MistletoeGibbsFULL(X.data,X.phi,X.psi,y,w,ac,ac.psi,X.unobs,
X. phi.unobs,X.psi
. unobs,w.unobs,distmat,distmat.psi,init4,init4.phi,
init4 . psi,n.gibbs)
results4.2=MistletoeGibbsFULL(X.data,X.phi,X
.psi,y,w,ac,ac
. psi,X.unobs,
X. phi . unobs,X.psi.unobs,w.unobs,distmat,distmat.psi,
results4.1$betas[n
.gibbs,],results4.1$betas.phi[n.gibbs,],
results4 . 1$betas . psi[n.gibbs,]
,n .gibbs)

#

calculate

Moran's

Ip-value

centroids=cbind(train$x,train$y)
nb=dnearneigh(centroids,0,1000)
listw=nb2listw(nb,style="W",zero

.policy=TRUE)

results1.2$MoransI=matrix(NA
, nrow=dim(results1.2$resids)
[1] ,ncol=2)
"pval")
colnames (results!.
2$MoransI) <- c ("statistic",
for(i in 1: (dim(results1
. 2$resids) [1])){
mtest=moran.test(results1
. 2$resids[i,]
,listw , zero.policy=TRUE,
alternative="two
. sided")
results1 . 2$MoransI[i,1]=mtest$statistic
results1.2$MoransI[i,2]=mtest$p.value
}

results2.2$MoransI=matrix(NA,nrow=dim(results2
. 2$resids) [1] ,ncol=2)
<- c("statistic",
"pval")
colnames(results2.2$MoransI)
for(i in 1: (dim(results2.2$resids)[1])){
mtest=moran.test(results2.2$resids[i,]
,listw,zero.policy=TRUE,
alternative="two.sided")
results2.2$MoransI[i,1]=mtest$statistic
results2.2$MoransI[i,2]=mtest$p
. value
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}

results3.2$Moransl=matrix(NA,nrow=dim(results3.2$resids)
[1] ,ncol=2)
colnames(results3.2$MoransI)
<- c("statistic",
"pval")
for(i in 1: (dim(results3.2$resids)
[1])){
mtest=moran.test(results3.2$resids[i,]
,listw,zero
. policy=TRUE,
alternative="two.sided")
results3.2$Moransl[i,1]=mtest$statistic
results3.2$Moransl[i,2]=mtest$p.value
}

results4.2$MoransI=matrix(NA,nrow=dim(results4.2$resids)
[1] ,ncol=2)
colnames(results4
. 2$MoransI) <- c("statistic",
"pval")
for(i in 1: (dim(results4.2$resids)
[1])){
mtest=moran.test(results4
. 2$resids[i,]
,listw,zero
. policy=TRUE,
alternative="two.sided")
results4.2$Moransl[i,1]=mtest$statistic
results4.2$Moransl[i,2]=mtest$p.value
}
#

save results

save (results!
.1, file="results11.
save(results1
. 2,file="results12
save (results2 .1, file="results21.
save(results2.2,file="results22
save (results3 .1, file="results31
save (results3.
2, f ile="resul ts32.
save (results4 .1, f ile="results41.
save (results4.
2, file="resul
ts42.

Rdata")
. Rdata")
Rdata")
. Rdata")
. Rdata")
Rdata")
Rdata")
Rdata")

################################################################
# ...

Now without

spatial

autocovariate

################################################################

init=means
init.phi=means.phi
init.psi=means
. psi
NOac=rep(O,length(ac))
NOac.psi=rep(O,length(ac.psi))
distmat.NOac=spam(O,nrow=dim(distmat)[1],ncol=dim(distmat)

[2])
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distmat.N0ac.psi=spam(O,nrow=dim(distmat.psi)[1],ncol=dim(distmat.psi)
results.NoAC=MistletoeGibbsFULL(X
. data,X.phi,X.psi,y,w,NOac,NOac.psi,
X.unobs,X.phi.unobs,X.psi.unobs,w.unobs,distmat
. NOac.psi,distmat.psi,
init,init
. phi,init.psi,10000)
results.NoAC$MoransI=matrix(NA,nrow=dim(results.NoAC$resids)
[1] ,ncol=2)
colnames(results.NoAC$MoransI)
<- c("statistic",
"pval")
for(i in 1:(dim(results.NoAC$resids)
[1])){
mtest=moran.test(results
. NoAC$resids[i,] ,listw,zero.policy=TRUE,
alternative="two.sided")
results.NoAC$MoransI[i,1]=mtest$statistic
results .NoAC$MoransI[i,2]=mtest$p
. value
}

save(results

. NoAC,file="resultsNOac

.Rdata")

# 95% CI for the pvalue of Moran's I (for
pval . sort=sort(results.NoAC$MoransI[,2])
pval . sort[round(.025*length(pval.sort))]
pval.sort[round(.975*length(pval.sort))]

table

in paper)

################################################################
#

Analysis

of Results

################################################################

load( "resul ts12
load ( "resul ts22
load ( "resul ts32
load("results42
#

#
#

. Rdata")
. Rdata")
. Rdata")
. Rdata")

calculate
scale factors
of parameters
(to check for convergence)
Note that we have discarded the first

half

of the chains

chain1=cbind(results1.2$betas,results1.2$betas.phi,results1
. 2$betas.psi,
results1 . 2$MoransI[,2] ,results1.2$phi,results1.2$psi)
chain2=cbind(results2
. 2$betas,results2
. 2$betas.phi,results2.2$betas.psi,
results2.2$MoransI[,2]
,results2.2$phi,results2.2$psi)
chain3=cbind(results3.2$betas,results3
. 2$betas . phi,results3
. 2$betas.psi,
results3 . 2$MoransI[,2] ,results3.2$phi,results3
. 2$psi)
chain4=cbind(results4
. 2$betas,results4.2$betas.phi,results4.2$betas
. psi,
results4.2$MoransI[,2]
,results4.2$phi,results4.2$psi)

[2])
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chains=list(chain1,chain2,chain3,chain4)
Rhat=ScaleFactor(chains)

#

Take 2nd half

of each chain

and combine

results=list
()
results$betas=rbind(results1.2$betas,results2.2$betas,results3.2$betas,
results4.2$betas)
results$betas
. phi=rbind(results1.2$betas.phi,results2.2$betas.phi,
results3.2$betas.phi,results4.2$betas
. phi)
results$betas
.psi=rbind(results1.2$betas.psi,results2
. 2$betas . psi,
results3.2$betas
. psi,results4.2$betas
.psi)
results$phi=rbind(results1.2$phi,results2
. 2$phi,results3
. 2$phi,
results4. 2$phi)
results$psi=rbind(results1.2$psi,results2.2$psi,results3.2$psi,
results4 . 2$psi)
results$resids
=rbind(results1.2$resids,results2.2$resids,results3.2$resids,
results4 . 2$resids)
results$mean.unobs.pred=apply(cbind
(results1.2$mean.unobs.pred,
results2.2$mean
.unobs . pred,results3.2$mean.unobs.pred,
results4 . 2$mean.unobs.pred),1,mean)
ex2.results1.2=results1.2$var
.unobs .pred+(results1
. 2$mean .unobs . pred)-2
ex2.results2
. 2=results2 . 2$var.unobs . pred+(results2.2$mean.unobs
. pred) - 2
ex2 . results3.2=results3
. 2$var.unobs . pred+(r esults3.2$mean.unobs.pred)
-2
ex2.results4
. 2=results4.2$var.unobs
.pred+(results4
. 2$mean . unobs .pred)-2
ex2=apply(cbind(ex2
. results1.2
, ex2 . res ults2 . 2,e x2 . results3 .2 ,
ex2 . results4 . 2),1,mean)
r es ults$var.unobs
.pred=ex2-(results$mean.unobs.pred)-2
results$MoransI=rbind(results1.2$MoransI,results2.2$MoransI,
results3.2$MoransI,results4.2$MoransI)
results$phi
. unobs=apply(cbind(results1
. 2$phi.unobs,
results2.2$phi.unobs,results3.2$phi.unobs,results4
. 2$phi . unobs),1,mean)
results$psi.unobs=apply(cbind(results1.2$psi
.unobs,re s ults2 . 2$psi . unobs,
results3 . 2$psi . unobs,results4
. 2$psi . unobs),1,mean)
colnames(results$betas)
<- c( "intercept",names(train)[var.list]
colnames(results$betas.phi)
<- c("intercept"
,names(train)
colnames(results$betas
. psi) <- c("intercept",names(train)
"ac .psi")
results$Rhat=Rhat

[var.list
[var.list

,"ac")
.phi])
. psi],
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#

save the results

save(results,file="results.Rdata")
################################################################
# Creation
of Table 2 in paper
################################################################

load ("results.

Rdata")

num. betas=dim(results$betas)[2]
num.betas.phi=dim(results$betas.phi)[2]
num.betas .psi=dim(results$betas.psi)[2]
num.tot=num . betas+num.betas.phi+num.betas.psi
results.table=matrix(NA,nrow=(num.betas+num
. betas.phi+num.betas.psi+1),
ncol=4)
colnames(results
. table)
<- c("Mean","Lower","Upper","Rhat")
for(i in 1: (num.betas.phi-1)){
colnames(X.phi)
[i] <- paste("PHI" ,colnames(X.phi)
[i] ,sep=" ")
}

for(i in 1: (num.betas.psi-2)){
colnames(X.psi)
[i] <- paste("PSI"

,colnames(X.psi)

[i] ,sep="

}

rownames(results.table)

<- c("Intercept",colnames(X.data),"ac",
"PHI Intercept",colnames(X.phi),
"PSI Intercept",colnames(X.psi),
"ac .psi","Moran's
Ip-value")

betas
results . table[1:num.betas,1]=apply(results$betas,2,mean)
for(i in 1: (dim(results$betas)
[2])){
sorted=sort(results$betas[,i])
results.table[i,2]=sorted[round(.025*length(sorted))]
results . table[i,3]=sorted[round(
. 975*length(sorted))]
#

}
# betas.phi
results.table[(num.betas+l):(num.betas+num
. betas.phi),1]=
apply(results$betas.phi,2,mean)
for(i in 1:(dim(results$betas.phi)[2])){
sorted=sort(results$betas.phi[,i])
results.table[num.betas+i,2]=sorted[round(.025*length(sorted))]
results.table[num.betas+i,3]=sorted[round(.975*length(sorted))]

}
#

betas .psi

")
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results . table[(num.betas+num.betas.phi+1):
(num.betas+num.betas.phi+
for(i
in 1 : (dim(results$betas.psi)
[2])){
sorted=sort(results$betas.psi[,i])
results.table[(num.betas+num.betas.phi+i),2]=
sorted[round(.025*length(sorted))]
results.table[(num
.betas+num.betas.phi+i),3]=
sorted[round(
. 975*length(sorted))]
}

# Moran's Ip-val
results.table[(num
. tot+1),1]=mean(results$MoransI[,2])
pval.sort=sort(results$MoransI[,2])
results.table[(num.tot+1),2]=pval.sort[round(
. 025*length(sorted))J
results.table[(num.tot+1),3]=pval.sort[round(
. 975*length(sorted))]
# Scale Factors
results.table[,4]=results$Rhat[1
: (num.tot+1)]
library(xtable)
xtable(results.table,digits=4)

#####################################################
#####################################################
#
#
#

Cross-Validation

#
#

#####################################################
#####################################################
trainDATA=train@data
n=dim(trainDATA) [1]
pred=rep(NA,n)
init.betas=apply(results$betas,2,mean)
init . betas . phi =apply(results$betas
. phi , 2,mean)
init . betas . psi=apply(results$betas.psi,2,mean)

n.Gibbs=10000

#number of iterations

for(k in 1:n){
X.data=as.matrix(trainDATA[-k,var

to run

. list])
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trainl=trainDATA[-k,]
train1=train1[train1$infected.USU==1,]
X.phi=as.matrix(trainl[,var.list.phi])
trainO=trainDATA[-k,]
trainO=trainO[train0$infected.USU==O,]
X.psi=as.matrix(trainO[,var.list.psi])
ac=trainDATA$ac.iterated[-k]
ac.psi=train0$ac.psi
y=trainDATA$infected.USU[-k]
w=trainDATA$infected.mndnr[-k]
#

X.unobs=trainDATA[k,var.list]
X.phi.unobs=trainDATA[k,var.list.phi]
X.psi.unobs=trainDATA[k,var.list.psi]
w.unobs=trainDATA$infected.mndnr[k]
ac.unobs=trainDATA$ac.iterated[k]
ac.psi.unobs=train$ac
. psi[k]
#

CVresults=MistletoeCVFULL(X.data,X.phi,X.psi,y,w,ac,ac.psi,X.unobs,
X.phi.unobs,X .psi.unobs,w.unobs,ac.unobs,ac
. psi.unobs,init
init.betas.phi,init.betas.psi,n.Gibbs)
pred[k]=CVresults$mean.unobs.pred

. betas,

}

cbind(round(pred),train$infected.USU)

table(round(pred),train$infected.USU)
CVpred=cbind(pred,round(pred),train$infected.USU)
colnames(CVpred) <- c("Prob of Pres","Pred","USU
Survey")
11
11
write . table(CVpred,"CVpred.csv",sep=",
,dec=". ,col . names=TRUE)
#####################################################
# Analysis
of Cross-Validation
#####################################################

CVpred=read.csv2("CVpred.csv",sep=",",dec=".",header=TRUE)
prob=CVpred [, 1]
inf.USU=CVpred[,3]
pred.mat=matrix(O,ncol=10,nrow=length(prob))
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##
## Now try
##

just

1 cutoff

one.cutoff.percent=rep(0,99)
for(i in 1 : 99){
pred=rep(O,length(prob))
pred[prob>.01*i]
<- 1
corr=rep(O,length(prob))
corr[pred==1
& inf .USU==!] <- 1
corr[pred==O & inf.USU==O] <- 1
correct=sum(corr)
one . cutoff.percent[i]=correct/length(prob)
}

#maxis

76%

##
## Comparison
##

of post .pred.means

with cutoff

values

means=results$mean .unobs . pred
length(means[means> . 65])
length(means[means< . 35])

#####################################################
# Checking Variance Stuff
#####################################################
means=results$mean . unobs . pred
vars=results$var.unobs
. pred
UB=means+1.96*sqrt(vars)
LB=means-1.96*sqrt(vars)
length(UB[UB<.4])/length(LB)
length(LB[LB> .4])/length(LB)
pos=round(LB+.10)
# '1' means stand 95% likely to have mistletoe
neg=1-round(UB+ . 10) # '1' means stand 95% likely to NOT have mistletoe
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neg[neg==-1]

<- 0

#####################################################
#

#

Separating
DNR stands in to counties
also making Table #3

#####################################################

spruce$pos=pos
spruce$neg=neg
library(rgdal)
spruce=spTransform(spruce,CRS("+proj=longlat"))
long=coordinates(spruce)[,1]
lat=coordinates(spruce)
[,2]
locs=map . where(database="county",long,lat)
county.names=unique(locs)
county.data=list()
for(i in 1:length(county.names)){
county.data[[i]]=spruce[locs==county
. names[i] ,]
county.data[[i]]$mean=means[locs==county.names[i]]
county.data[[i]]$psi=results$psi
. unobs[locs==county . names[i]]
county.data[[i]]$phi=results$phi
. unobs[locs==county.names[i]]
}

NN=(length(county.names)+l)
county.data[[NN]]=spruce
county.data[[NN]]$mean=means
county . data[[NN]]$psi=results$psi.unobs
county.data[[NN]]$phi=results$phi
. unobs
names(county . data) <- c(county.names,"Spruce")
table3=matrix(NA,nrow=(length(county
.names)+1),ncol=5)
for(i in 1: (length(county.names)+l)){
table3[i,1]
<- length(county.data[[i]]$mean)
table3[i,2]
<- sum(county . data[[i]]$infected)/
length(county . data[[i]]$mean)*100
table3[i,3]
<- length(county.data[[i]]$mean[county.data[[i]]$mean>.39])/
length(county.data[[i]]$mean)*100
table3[i,4]
<- sum(county.data[[i]]$neg)/length(county
. data[[i]]$mean)*
100
table3[i,5]
<- sum(county . data[[i]]$pos)/length(county.data[[i]]$mean)*
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100
}

row.names(table3)
colnames(table3)

<- c(county.names,"Total")
<- c("Num of Stands", "DNR percentage",
"percent
"Highly Unlikely","Highly
Likely")

library(xtable)
xtable(table3)

#####################################################
# Table of Phi and Psi
#####################################################

table4=matrix(NA,nrow=(length(county.names)+1),ncol=4)
for(i
in 1 : (length(county.names)+1)){
table4[i,1]
<- length(county.data[[i]]$mean)
table4[i,2]
<- 1-mean(county.data[[i]]$phi)
table4[i,3]
<- mean(county.data[[i]]$psi)
table4[i,4]
<- sum(county . data[[i]]$psi[county.data[[i]]$psi>.75])/
length(county.data[[i]]$psi)*100
}

row.names(table4)
colnames(table4)

<- c(county . names,"Total")
<- c("Num of Stands","Ave
1-phi","Ave
"percent with psi > . 75")

library(xtable)
xtable(table4)

#######################################################
#######################################################
#######################################################
#
#
#

Other prediction

methods

psi",

over

. 5",
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#

#######################################################
#######################################################
#######################################################
##

## Regular
##

Probit

Regression

trainDATA=train©data
n=dim(trainDATA) [1]
pred.glm=rep(NA,n)

for (k in 1: n){
X.data=(trainDATA[-k,c(var

. list,55,53,18)])

#

X.unobs=trainDATA[k,c(var.list,55,18)]
#

mod=glm(infected.Usu-.
,data=X.data,family=binomial(probit))
pred.glm[k]=predict(mod,X.unobs,type="response")
}

CVpredGLM=cbind(pred . glm,round(pred.glm),train$infected
colnames(CVpredGLM) <- c("Prob of Pres","Pred","USU
write . table(CVpredGLM,"CVpredGLM.csv",sep=",",dec=".

# 73% correct

. USU)
Survey")
11
,col . names=TRUE)

(7/6)

##

## Random Forests
##
#instead
of doing variable
selection
first,
here we just
# all variables
be used by the Random Forest algorithm
library(randomForest)
trainDATA=train©data
trainDATA$infected
.USU=as.factor(trainDATA$infected.USU)
n=dim(trainDATA)[l]

let
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pred=rep(NA,n)
for (k in 1: n){
X.data=(trainDATA[-k,])
#

X.unobs=trainDATA[k,]
#

rf=randomForest(
infected.Usu~.,
data=X.data,type="class")
pred[k]=predict(rf,X
. unobs,type="class")
}

CVpredRF=cbind(pred-1,round(pred)-1,train$infected.USU)
colnames(CVpredRF) <- c("prob", "Pred.RF", "USU Survey")
11
write.table(CVpredRF,"CVpredRF.csv",sep=",
,dec=". 11 ,col.names=TRUE)
# 71% correct

(7/6)

###############################################
# Comparison of methods
###############################################

library(ROCR)
load( "results . Rdata")
CVpredRF=read.table("CVpredRF.csv",sep=",",dec=".")
CVpredGLM=read. table("CVpredGLM.csv",sep=",",dec=".")
CVpred=read.table("CVpred.csv",sep=",",dec="
. ")
prob=CVpred [, 1]
prob.glm=CVpredGLM[,1]
pred.rf=CVpredRF[,2]

#

no probabilities

##
## Finding
##

best

cutoff

inf.USU=CVpred[,3]
one.cutoff.percent=rep(0,99)
for ( i in 1 : 99 ){
pred=rep(O,length(prob))
pred[prob>.01*i]
<- 1

for GLMand BHM

for RF--just

predictions
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corr=rep(O,length(prob))
corr[pred==1 & inf.USU==!] <- 1
corr[pred==O & inf.USU==O] <- 1
correct=sum(corr)
one.cutoff.percent[i]=correct/length(prob)
}
#

max for BHMis at p=0 .38

76.02% correct

one.cutoff.percent.glm=rep(0,99)
for(i in 1:99){
pred.glm=rep(O,length(prob))
pred.glm[prob .glm>.01*i] <- 1
corr=rep(O,length(prob))
corr[pred.glm==1
& inf.USU==!] <- 1
corr[pred.glm==O & inf.USU==O] <- 1
correct=sum(corr)
one.cutoff.percent
.glm[i]=correct/length(prob)
}
#

max for glm is at p=0.43

75 .51% correct

###############################################
# Contingency tables
(Table 5)
###############################################

table(pred.rf,inf

.USU)

#

69% correct

pred.glm=rep(O,length(prob))
pred.glm[prob.glm> .43] <- 1
table(pred.glm,inf.USU)
# 75 . 5% correct
pred=rep(O,length(prob))
pred[prob> . 39] <- 1
table(pred,inf
.USU)

#

76.02% correct

###############################################
# ROC curves
###############################################

preds.full=prediction(prob,inf.USU)
preds.glm=prediction(prob.glm,inf

.USU)
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preds.rf=prediction(pred.rf,inf.USU)
perform . full=performance(preds.full,"tpr",x.measure="fpr")
perform.glm=performance(preds.glm,"tpr",x.measure="fpr")
perform.rf=performance(preds.rf,"tpr",x.measure="fpr")
plot(perform.full)
plot(perform.glm,add=T,col="red")
plot(perform.rf,add=T,col="blue")
#########################################################
#########################################################
#########################################################
#
#

Creating

table

of results

for supplement

#
#########################################################

#########################################################
#########################################################

suppA=cbind(coordinates(spruce),results$mean.unobs.pred,
sqrt(results$var.unobs.pred),results$phi.unobs,results$psi
.unobs,
spruce.nopoly[,1:52])
colnames(suppA)[1:6]
<- c("lat","long","mean
prob of mistletoe",
"st . dev. of post.pred . dist","predicted
phi",
"predicted
psi")
write.csv(suppA,file="MistletoeResults.csv",sep=",",dec=".",
row.names=TRUE,col.names=TRUE)
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'MistletoeGibbsFULL'
<function(X.data,X.data.phi,X.data.psi,y,w,ac,ac.psi,X.unobs,
X.phi.unobs,X.psi.unobs,w.unobs,ac.mat
. unobs,ac.mat.unobs.psi,
init.betas,init.betas.phi,init.betas.psi,n.gibbs){

X=as.matrix(cbind(rep(1,length(ac)),X.data,ac))
y.length=length(y)
y1=(y==1)
yO=(y==O)
inf.dnr=w
w.phi=w[y==1]
phi.length=length(w
. phi)
w1.phi=(w.phi==1)
wO.phi=(w.phi==O)
X.phi=as.matrix(cbind(rep(1,length(w.phi)),X.data.phi))
w.psi=w[y==O]
psi . length=length(w
. psi)
w1.psi=(w .psi==1)
wO. psi=(w.psi==O)
X.psi=as .matrix(cbind(rep(1,length(w.psi)),X.data

# Setting

up unobserved

. psi,ac.psi))

data

n .unobs=dim(X .unobs) [1]
X.unobs=as.matrix(cbind(rep(1,n.unobs),X.unobs))
X.phi.unobs=as.matrix(cbind(rep(1,n.unobs),X.phi.unobs))
X.psi.unobs=as.matrix(cbind(rep(1,n.unobs),X
. psi.unobs))
dnr1=(w . unobs==1)
dnrO=(w.unobs==O)
# setting

up distance

distmat=ac .mat.unobs
distmat.psi=ac.mat.unobs.psi
#hyper-prior
parameters:
ssBeta=1000000

matrices

(using

sparse

matrices)
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VarBeta=diag(ssBeta,dim(X)[2])
VarBeta.phi=diag(ssBeta,dim(X.phi)
[2])
VarBeta.psi=diag(ssBeta,dim(X.psi)[2])
beta . prior.means=as.vector(init.betas)
beta.prior.means
. phi=as.vector(init.betas.phi)
beta.prior.means.psi=as.vector(init.betas

. psi)

# initial
values
pres=y
betas=as.vector(init.betas)
betas.phi=as.vector(init.betas.phi)
betas .psi=as . vector(init
. betas.psi)
bern.prob=rep(.5,dim(X.unobs)

[1])

######################################################
# Gibbs Loop
######################################################
chain.length=n.gibbs
#setting
up matrix of iterates
chain.beta=matrix(O,ncol=dim(X)
[2] ,nrow=chain.length)
chain.theta=matrix(O,ncol=length(y),nrow=chain.length)
chain.psi=matrix(O,ncol=sum(yO),nrow=chain.length)
chain .phi=matrix(O,ncol=sum(y1),nrow=chain.length)
chain.beta . phi=matrix(O,ncol=dim(X
. phi) [2],nrow=chain . length)
chain .beta.psi=matrix
(O,n col=dim(X.psi ) [2] ,nrow=chain . length)
chain.e=matrix(O,ncol=length(y),nrow=chain
mean.unobs=rep(O,n . unobs)
ex2=rep(O,n.unobs)
phi .mean.unobs=rep(O,n.unobs)
psi .mean.unobs=rep(O,n . unobs)

. length)

######################################################
# Gibbs Loop
######################################################
for(i

in 1:chain.length){

#####################
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# Process Model
#####################
#
#

Sample (latent)

z

#

z=rep(O,y . length)
z1=rtnorm(n=sum(y1),mean=(X%*%betas)[y==1]
,sd=1,lower=O,upper=Inf)
z0=rtnorm(n=sum(y0),mean=(X%*%betas) [y==O] ,sd=1,lower=-Inf,upper=O)
z[y==1]=z1
z[y==O]=zO
#
#

Sample beta

#

mean.norm=(solve(t(X)%*%X+solve(VarBeta)))%*%
(t(X)%*%z+solve(VarBeta)%*%beta.prior.means)
var .norm=solve(t(X)%*%X+solve(VarBeta))
betas=as . vector(rmvnorm(n=1,mean.norm,var.norm))
#
#

Compute "error"

for use in assessing

residual

spatial

autocorrelation

#

e=z-X%*%betas
#

#

Create

autocovariate

for unobserved

stands

#

ac .unobs=distmat%*%bern.prob
ac . psi.unobs=(distmat.psi%*%(1-bern

. prob))*w . unobs

########################
#

Phi

########################
#

Sample (latent)

z.phi

#

z.phi=rep(O,phi.length)
z.phi1=rtnorm(n=sum(w1.phi),mean=(X.phi%*%betas.phi)
[w.phi==1],
sd=1,lower=O,upper=Inf)
z.phiO=rtnorm(n=sum(w0.phi),mean=(X.phi%*%betas
. phi)[w.phi==O],
sd=1,lower=-Inf,upper=O)
z.phi[w.phi==1]=z.phi1
z . phi[w.phi==O]=z.phiO
#
#

Sample beta
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#

mean .norm.phi=(solve(t(X.phi)%*%X
.phi+solve(VarBeta.phi)))%*%
(t(X.phi)%*%z.phi+solve(VarBeta
.phi)%*%beta.prior .means .phi)
var.norm.phi=solve(t(X.phi)%*%X.phi+solve(VarBeta.phi))
betas.phi=as.vector(rmvnorm(n=l,mean.norm.phi,var.norm.phi))
#
#

Calculate

phi

#

phi=pnorm(X.phi%*%betas.phi)

########################
# Psi
########################
#

Sample (latent)

z.psi

#

z . psi=rep(O,psi.length)
z.psi1=rtnorm(n=sum(w1.psi),mean=(X
.psi%*%betas.psi)[w .psi ==1],
sd=l,lower=O,upper=Inf)
z .psiO=rtnorm(n=sum(w0.psi),mean=(X.psi%*%betas
.psi)[w.psi==O],
sd=1,lower=-Inf,upper=O)
z .psi[w .psi==1]=z.psi1
z.psi[w.psi==O]=z.psiO
#

#

Sample beta

#

mean .norm.psi=(solve(t(X.psi)%*%X.psi+solv
e (VarBeta.psi)))% *%
(t(X .psi)%*%z .psi+solve(VarBeta.psi)%*%b
eta .prior .means. ps i)
var .norm.psi=solve(t(X
.psi)%*%X.psi+solve(VarBeta .psi))
betas .psi =as. ve ctor(rmvnorm(n=1,mean .norm .psi,var.norm .psi))
#
#

Calculate

Psi

#

psi=pnorm (X.ps i%*%betas.psi)

#
#

Sample unobserved

stands:

#

theta=pnorm(X.unobs%*%betas[1

: (length(betas)-1)]+ac.unobs*
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betas[length(betas)])
phi.unobs=pnorm(X.phi.unobs%*%betas
.phi)
psi.unobs=pnorm(X.psi.unobs%*%betas.psi[1:
(length(betas.psi)-1)]
+ac.psi.unobs*betas.psi[length(betas.psi)])
bern.prob1=phi.unobs[dnr1]*theta[dnr1]/(phi.unobs[dnr1]*theta[dnr1]
+psi.unobs[dnr1]*(1-theta[dnr1]))
bern.prob0=(1-phi
. unobs[dnr0])*theta[dnr0]/
((1-phi.unobs[dnr0])*theta[dnr0]+(1-psi.unobs[dnr0])*(1-theta[dnr0]))
bern.prob[dnr1]
<- bern.prob1
bern.prob[dnrO]
<- bern.probO
#
#

Save samples

#

chain.beta[i,]
<- betas
chain.beta.phi[i,]
<- betas.phi
chain . beta.psi[i,]
<- betas . psi
chain.psi[i,]
<- psi
chain.phi[i,]
<- phi
chain.e[i,]
<- e
#
#

Running average

of mean of phi . unobs and psi.unobs

#

phi.mean.unobs=phi.mean.unobs+phi
.un obs/chain
psi.mean.unobs=psi.mean.unobs+psi.unobs/chain
#

Running average

. length
. length

of mean and second moment

#

mean.unobs=mean .unobs+bern.prob/chain
ex2=ex2+bern.prob-2/chain.length

.l ength

}

list(X=X,y=y,w=w ,X. unobs=X . unobs,w . unobs=w.unobs,n.gibbs=chain
. length,
betas=chain .beta,betas
.phi=chain.beta
. phi,betas .psi=chain . beta.psi,
phi=chain.phi,psi=chain
. psi,resids=chain
. e,mean.unobs . pred=mean.unobs ,
var.unobs . pred=(ex2-mean .unobs-2),phi . unobs=phi .mean . unobs,
psi . unobs =psi.mean . unobs)
}
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APPENDIX E
LARGE-SCALE IMAGES OF RESULTS
The following pages contain images of the posterior predictive mean and standard
deviation for each stand in the study, divided by county.
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Mean Predicted Probability of Mistletoe - Overview
Darker stands are stands we predict are more likely to be infested with dwarf mistletoe .
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Standard Deviation of the Predicted Probability of Mistletoe - Overview
Darker stands are stands with higher variability in the posterior predicted probability of mistletoe.
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Beltrami County - Mean Predicted Probability of Mistletoe
Darker stands are stands we predict are more likely to be infested with dwarf mistletoe .
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Beltrami County - Standard Deviation
Darker stands are stands where our predictions have higher standard deviation.
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Itasca County - Mean Predicted Probability of Mistletoe
Darker stands are stands we predict are more likely to be infested with dwarf mistletoe.
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Itasca County - Standard Deviation
Darker stan ds are stands where our predictions have higher standard deviation .
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Koochiching County - Mean Predicted Probability of Mistletoe
Darker stands are stands we predict are more likely to be infested with dwarf mistletoe.
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Koochiching County - Standard Deviat ion
Darker stands are stands where our predictions have higher standard deviation.
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Lake County- Mean Predicted Probability of Mistletoe
Darker stands are stands we predict are more likely to be infested with dwarf mistletoe.
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Lake County - Standard Deviation
Darker stands are stands where our predictions have higher standard deviation .
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Lake of the Woods County - Mean Predicted Probability of Mistletoe
Darker stands are stands we predict are more likely to be infested with dwarf mistletoe.
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Lake of the Woods County - Standard Deviation
Darker stands are stands where our predictions have higher standard deviation.
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SL Louis County - Mean Predicted Probability of Mistletoe
Darker stands are stands we predict are more likely to be infested with dwarf mistletoe.
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St. Louis County - Standard Deviation
Darker stands are stands where our predictions have higher standard deviation.
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